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or snow tonight
or Thursday with cooler temperature is the
prediction.
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for goodness sake, and
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Christmas buying.
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GERMANS ARE TENACIOUS IN 1HE EAST

German lines of Works and occupied
the excavation.;
"The fighting is going on in the vie
inlty of Boureuilles,' with the outcome
facing us. It would appear not to
have been possible to retain entirely GENOVEVA BACA CHARGES
WARD WILCOXj KEPT HER
the positions acquired yesterday morn

X
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IN NORTH
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FAIL TO BE ENTIRE SUCCESS
'

;

Kaiser's Lines Give in Places, But Gain in
Others, While at Other Points Attacks
and Counter Attacks are Repulsed
FRONT IN RUSSIAN POLAND, TO
LONDON, DEC. 23-- The
THIS WEST OF WARSAW, WHERE THE GERMANS AND RUSSIANS
ARE AT GRIPS ON THE BANKS OF THE BZURA, RAWKA AND PIL-1CRIVERS, CONTINUES TO BE THE SCENE OF THE MOST
FIGHTING IN EITHER THE EASTERN OR WESTERN ARENAS
OF THE WAR.
UNDER
W1HCH
WHEN THE WEATHER CONDITIONS
THE
TROOPS ARE FIGHTING ARE RECALLED, THE SUFFERINGS OF THE
MEN IN THE TRENCHES MAY TO SOME EXTENT EE APPRECIATED.
THE COUNTRY IS EXPERIENCING THE FULL FORCE OF WINTER.
LOSSES
ALONG THE
EACH SIDE HAS SUSTAINED TREMENDOUS
THREE RIVERS, AND ALTHOUGH THE GERMANS CLAIM TO 'HAVE
FORCED THE RUSSIANS' LINE AT A NUMBER OF POINTS, IT IS
A FACT, ACCORDING TO REPORTS REACHING LONDON, THAT THE RUSSIAN FRONT HAS BEEN STRAIGHTENED OUT
AND IT IS DIFFICULT TO VISUALIZE WHICH CONTENDER HAS THE
'
STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE.
Again there come trickling through
E

i
from Holland reports of vast
of German, forces from the east
and the west. A dispatch reaching
here from Amsterdam says that thousands of German troops have passed
through Aix la Chapelle toward northern France. This activity may be
the forerunner of a renewed German
offensive in the western arena under
the eyes of Emperor William, or it
may simply .be Intended to offset reinforcements Great Britain has been
throwing lately into the French field
of hostilities.
As the situation appears to stand today, the allies in France and Belgim
continue more on the offensive than
defensive and every day shows slight
gains to their credit,
move-ments-

i

BOILED DOWN NEWS OF THE
WAR SITUATION

:

.

Although further progress apparently has been made by the allies in the

general offensive movement, the German armies as a whole are standing
fast, and so far as la known have lost
no Important sections of the long line
on which they settled down after the
retreat which followed the battle of
the Marne early in the war.
Today's official communications, indicate that each side has had its victories and its defeats. The French
army chiefs state that they captured
the last section of a line of German
near
trenches
where fighting has been severe for
several days, and have made an average gajin of 800 yards. The German
statement, speaking of this engagement, says that the French attack was
"partly repelled." French claims to
progress in Belgium are denied in
Berlin, where it Is said that the British have suffered reverses at the
hands of the Germans,
The German staff reports no developments in the east, saying merely
that the fighting is continuing. The
French
statement, however, asserts
that the Russians are pressing' for'
ward their invasion of Germany,
across the east Prussian frontier, tout
admits that the Germans have made
progress in the fighting in Poland to
the west of Warsaw.
The official
communication from
Petrograd in the same breath admits
that the Russians have been compelled to retreat from some positions and
stajtes that the German attacks have
been repulsed eveywhere with heavy
lossesej to the Invaders.
Germany and Austrian continue to
assert that imports nt successes are
being achieved. One of the great battles of the war is in progress 30 miles
west of Warsaw, and meanwhile the
Russian forces to the north are pushing into Germany, presenting the possibility of a flanking movement which
will menace the main army of Marshal von Hindenburg.
"Tt Is announced in Lisbon that German forces have invaded the province
of Angola, Portuguese West Africa.
A German Invasion was said to have
been defeated In October, although
this report was denied In Berlin. On
the present occasion the Portuguese
government admits thajt the troops at
the military post of Naulila have been
compelled to retreat.
Perthes-les-Hurlu-
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"Russia: In east Prussia the Germans have been driven back on the
l'ne from Neidenburg to Soldau to
Lautenburg. In Poland, the Germans
were successful in getting a footing
on tlie lower Bzura, to the north of
Sochaczew. Farther to the south they
reached the Rawka river at Bolimowa
and they have passed Skierniewice,
moving to the east.
"Austro-Germaforces are moving
into Poland along a front which runs
from a point to the southeast
of
Fiotrkow to the west of the river
Nida, in Galieia.
They have reached
(he River Dunajek, and they occupy
a line from Grybow to Smlgrod to
n

Sanok.

"The effort at a sortie made by the
Frzemysl garrison resulted in complete failure."
Money for the War
The chamber of deputies voted
uninimously an appropriation of
($1,700,000,000) to cover
the expenses of the next six months,
including the cost of the war.
Today's sitting of parliament was
less emotional and more business-lik- e
than the opening session yesterday.
Almost all. the members were,. plM:.
nlngto cast their Voies with little dis
cussion and without a murmur of
Although the voting urns were
passed around, their use was unnecessary, since all parties were of a
single mind concerning the necessity
of providing the government with the
means of carrying on the war.
Votes were cast by 561 deputies of
the total membership of 597. The
session lasted only a half hour.
dis)-sen-

The French Statement
Paris, Dec. 23. The announcement
given out by the French war office
Ihis afternoon reports Blight progress
on the northern end of the allies line
Fog caused
in France and Belgium.
a slackening of the fighting near Arras; Advances are claimed near
where German mawere
captured, and prochine guns
gress, or the driving back of counter
attacks, is reported near Beausejour
and in the forest of La Grurie. Near
Boureuilles, however, the French apparently lost to the Germans.
The text of the communication:
"Yesterday in Belgium we- made
sea
and
the
between
slight progress
the highway from Nieuport to West-ende- ,
as well as in the region between
Sieenstrawe and Bixschoote, where
we occupied a forest, some houses and
a redoubt.
"To the east of Bethune, working
in conjunction with the British army,
we recaptured the village of Qiven-- "
chyles-LBassee, which had been
to
us.
lost
"In the region of Arras a heavy fog
made It necessary for both the enemy
and ourselves to lessen our activities.
"To the eaBt of Amiens, on
Aisne and in Champagne; 'there have
fceen artillery engagements: ' In the
we cars
region of
and
cannonading
a
after
spirited
ried,
two assaults, the last section of the
line which we occupied in part December 21. We made an average gain of
In the last trench which
800 yard3.
came into our possession we captured
a section of machine guns, including
the gun crews. A violent counter-attacwas repulsed. "
"We also made progress to the
northeast of Beauseiour, where furthon the part of the
er counter-attacksuccess.
without
were
enemy
"There has been a perceptible advance or the part of our troops in
a running not less than 200 yards deep,
Gnu-lagainst
the forest of
front cf trenches 400 yards wide and, We blew up wlt'u mines two of those
-

sace.
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The German Statement
Berlin, Dec. 23 (via Wireless to Lou
don.) That the attacks launched yesterday by the allies in Belgium were

repulsed by the Germans; that
the French troops are showing greater activity in the vicinity of Camp de
Chalons, and that the. French forward
movements in the vicinity of Snlerie,
Rhoims, Souaiue and Perthe have
been partly repelled, were the features
of the announcement issued toay by
ihe German- army headquarters.
The statement' Bays:
"Attacks in the region of Lombaer- tzyde and to the south of Bixschoote
have been easily repulsed by us. At
Reichebourg Avou the, English again
were driven from their ositlohs yesterday,
"Notwithstanding desperate counterattacks we have retained all the posi
tioas which we captured from the Eng
lish on the Reichebourg canal from
Axre to La Bassee.
"Since December 20, 750" British and
colored soldiers have bean captured
by us and five machine guns and four
mine throwers taken.
"In the neighborhood of Camp Chalons the enemy is ynowing greater ac.
vtivity. 'At ; last attacks to: the north of
Sillerie, southeast of Rheims, at Sou-inand at Perthes have been partly
repelled by us with heavy losses to
the French.
"The situation in east and west
Prussia Is unchanged.
"Battles for possession of the bran-che- s
of the Bheura river (west of
W'arsaw) continue.
"The situation on the right bank
of the River Pilica remains unchanged."
4

-
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Russians March on Cracow
Petrograd, Dec. 23 (via London).
Large bodies of Russian troops are
moving toward Cracow, the Galician
stronghold, from the north and east.
An important battle apparently is developing in southwestern Poland, near
Cracow.
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(Continued on Page Five)

BE A CONSPIRACY TO WATERVAGON
AT

SOLDIERS
TO LEAVE TRINIDAD
ON JANUARY' 1, IS THE
ANNOUNCEMENT

EVERYBODY

IS

LINERS

ARIZONA

FOUR
MEN ARE ARRESTED
NEW ORLEANS ON A PE.
CULIAR CHARGE,

AGREEABLE BLOW TO

GOVERNOR

IM-

AMMONS,

EXECUTIVE-ELEC-

PRESIDENT

AND

WILSON CONFER

ALLIES'

IN

STATE THAT RECENTLY

ORDER-

ED WATER GETS AN OVER
DOSE OF IT

COMMERCE "DESERTS"

ARE

COVERED

MOTIVE WAS TO SEND TO THE
BOTTOM AS MANY SHIPS
AS POSSIBLE

LANDS

WHERE
EASTERNER3
THINK IT NEVER RAINS
ARE SOAKED

JURY
WILL GET OFF WATER

APPLICATION
HABEAS

FOR RELEASE
CORPUS FILED
IN COURT

WITNESSES

OVERTURNED IN

ED

JN A ROOM

BOUND OVER TO GRAND

I!

DESTROY OCEAN

ONCE

CRIME

PRISONED

"There has been no incident from
the heights of the Meuse to upper Al-

WITHDRAWN

FIREMAN ACCUSED
OF A SERIOUS

EFFORTS OF THE ALLIES TO

CITY EDITION

1914.

ARE

WAGON DETECTIVES

AT

WORK UNPRECEDENTED

DOWNPOUR

ON

SALE

OF

LIQUOR IN COLORADO
TO
DISTRICTS
BE RESUMED

DISGUISED

STRIKE

OUT CF THE CITY

JUDGE LEAHY CONTINUES HEAR
ING UNTIL THEY CAN BE
SUMMONED

THEY

AS
LONGSHOREMEN
MIX WITH SUSPECT-

PLOTTERS

ED

FALL
HAS BEEN
IN PROGRESS
FOR FIVE DAYS; RAILWAYS
ARE HURT

New Orleans, Dec 23. Two of the
Phoenix, Ariz., Deo. 23. Several
Wasington, Dec. 23. Arrangements
for beginning the withdrawal of fed- four men detained by the police after hundred head of cattle were drowned
eral troops from the Colorado strike a bomb had been found in the rooms last night in floods caused by the
districts within th next ten days of Hans Halle in a local hotel were heaviest rains in the history of thia
were made today at a conference be arraigned today in criminal district section of Arizona; One rancher alone

tween President Wilson, Governor court. Halle and George Summers. lost a herd of 100. Traffic between
Ammons of Colorado, Governor-elec- t
proprietor of the hotel, were charged Phoenix and Flornp wna micno,i,Ir.,1
Senator
Sliafroth.
Carlson
and
wtih preparing a bomb with the in- today on account of washed out roada
oner in a room on Railroad avenue
tention
of blowing up a ship. The and bridges. The canals of the Salt
ti
o'clock
Fri
Thursday night and until
Saloons to Reopen
other two men have been dismissed. River valley irrigation works have
day evening, Genoveva Baca yesterTrinidad, Colo., Deo 23. Colonel S.
The police say that after Halle was been seriously damaged. The Salt
day afternoon filed
complaint charg J.
commano'er of the federal confronted with evidence apparently River, Gila and Santa Cruz rivers
Loekett,
her
ing
alleged captor and abductor,
In the southern Colorado strike proving that he constructed the bomb, reached the highest levels ever re
Wil- troops
Edward Wilcox, with rape.
has announced that beginning he told his story in detail. . He said in corded. The prospects today are tor
district,
cox, a Santa Fe railway fireman,
more rain.
was arraigned late yesterday before January 1, upon the expiration of the open court today he wished to plead
of Governor Am guilty, but It was not
last
proclamation
because
accepted
Justice Pablo Ulibarri in precinct No.
soldiers will impose Halle had no lawyer. He was reTucson Desert Flooded
3.
The judge bound lilm over under nions, the federal
no more restrictions on the sale or manded in default of Dond and SumTucson,
Ariz., Dec 23. Torrents of
51,000 bail to await the sitting of the
in the district
rain falling almost continuously elnce
of
shipment
liquor
mers
was
imprisoned.
grand jury next April. Today Wil
The saloons throughout Las Animas
The 75- pounds of dynamite, with me- Saturday last have flooded vast area
cox's lawyers brought action to secure
counties have been chanical attachments, which was to in this section of Arizona. The Santa
Huerfano
and
his release on a writ of habeas corpus
Cruz river, ordinarily a ary bed, was
closed since April 23. The places have exploded in six and one-haIn the district court,, demanding" that
days
a roaring water course a mile and a
were first closed here by order of the dating from last
a
box
night, fills
the man be produced nd reasons givand upon the arrival of the about three and a half feet square, half wide today. Many houses ami
mayor
en for his imprisonment,
The case
federal troops the prohibition was Halle said he expected to express it stores along its banks were wrecke-was brought. this 'y,fyniing
before
or wafclwa sway, utthmMh tK V.v
continued. .TH JftS-- proHftwutioi- of t?v New Toile
ooMhrne A
Judge" Leahy and several witnesses
are leptiitod. lont. The desert count;'
the governor was issued ia Nityf-nibca French vessel, t
subpoenaed to appear. The judge con 30 to cover a! period of 31 days.
lxtween this city and phneuix is
him
said
He
the
idea
he
conceived
tinued the hearing of the case until
sea.
After seeing the president the Colo self, but later took Summers unto his
as
can
be present,
these witnesses
rado officials discussed details with confidence. That Summers admits
some of them had already left the
Railroads Are Damaged
Governor Am- the police say.
Secretary Garrison.
city for Raton. The case probably mons told the president that if the
23. Five
Dec.
Ariz.,
Douglas,
D.
P. Roh, German consul general
'
will be heard on Saturday.
plan; of withdrawal of troops from here, gave out a statement declaring incites of rainfall in four days have
;jThe girl claims that Wilcox took one district at a time were carried the men had no official connection caused the greatest flood damage reher to a room on Railroad avenue on out,1 he would be able to control thf
corded in this section in recent years.
with the German government.
Railroads on tliis- side of the border
Thursday night and detained her there situation with local officials He said
until about 6 o'clock Friday evening. he could use the
and in Sdnora have suffered consid
Discovered
military if necessary,
plot
Recently
At that time, she says, Wilcox went but desired to avoid further expense
New York, Dec. 23. The existence erably. Tracks and bridges have been
to the window, and she immediately to the state.
washed out. The El Paso & Southof an alleged conspiracy in New Or
made a jump for the door. She got it
western
railway was among the roods
He declared there was every pros leans to blow up a French or English
partially opened and was part of "the pect of peace if the local authorities passenger ship on the sea by placing whose service was badly crippled to
Several hundred feet of track.
way out of the room, she claims, when were
given an opportunity to gain eo an infernal machine ia her cargo be day.
and several bridges of the Nacozart
the man closed the door pinning her trol of the situation gradually. He fore she should sail from New
York,
between it and the jamb.
told the president he would leave for was known 12 days ago to Paul Fa- - railroad of Sonora were destroyed by
the floods.
She called a friend who lived in an Colorado tomorrow and was willing
guet, general agent of the French linEdjolriing house, a woman by the name that the first troops be withdrawn ap
er, according to an announcement
of Mary Rose, who came and released soon as he arrives.
made here loday. A small army of
her, she alleges. Wilcox is a fire
advised that detectives was employed to prevent
Governor Ammons
man for the Santa Fe railroad, work Seth Low and the other members of
the fruition of the scheme, every bit
ing out of Raton. He makes his home the presidents' Colorado strike com of
baggage and cargt going into the
SANTA CLAUS CARGO
in the mountain city with his, wife. mission be not sent into the state for
line ships was closely examinFrench
to
able
that
prove
He claims to be
the present and said that the invest! ed, and the proper authorities, Mr.
during part of the time at least, that feation carried on by the federal indus Faguet said, were promptly notified. FOUR THOUSAND
SACKS CONthe girl claims he detained her in the trial relations commission had post- It was believed
TAINING CHRISTMAS PACK.
here that this notifiroom he was out on his regular run.
AGES COME ACROSS
poned the settlement of the strike at cation was what resulted in the arrest
This, he says, can be shown easily by least two weeks.
of four men in New Orleans last
He
we
railroad.
of
the time sheets
He estimated that all the troops can night.
New York, Dec. 23. The steamship
has always borne the best of reputa be
gotten out within ten days after the The Ounard line and the interna Lusitania arrived here
today after u
tions in this city, it is declared by first movement Is begun.
tlonal Mercantile Marine lines have stormy
passage with 4,000 sacks of
those who know him.
of
guards Christmas mail and a number of 'well
strengthened their forces
Genoveva Baca has been working at
4 No visitors may go to any ot their
ave
known Americans returning home for
on
Cafe
Douglas
the Merchants'
docks when vessels leave. No one is the holidays. The
heavy seas encounnue for some time past. She disapTODAY IN CONGRESS
admitted who is unknown to officials. tered
and did
the
battered one
during
voyage
evening
on
Thursday
peared
Passengers have to furnish proofs of of her lifeboats to piecess.
not turn up until Friday evening, n ,B
r
their identity before they are permitAmong the assengers was Charles
said. Her mother at mat ume wa
23. Senate: Met ted to
WashingtonDec.
go aboard. All baggage is scru AT". Schwab,
and
expressed
president of the Bethleanxiously seeking, her,
at noon:
tinized carefully and the cargo is thor- hem Steel
have
might
fear-thacorporation,
something
returning from
the
Lands committee closed public hear oughly inspected before it is taken on.
was half- wit
his
visit
to
second
London since tha
"she
as
'to
her
bill
happened
To prevent the possibility of any; at war
ings of water power site leasing
began. He. left here lees than a
ted" it was stated today.
Senator Newlands spoke on his plan tempt of longshoremen to place aboard
month
"ago after making a quick trip
to
river and harbor im explosives or to damage the ships, a
to
where Jt was rumored ho
Canada,
HARRISON RENAMED
national
plan squad of detectives disguised as longprovements into a broad
discussed
with
23
certain officials the
President
Dec
Washington,
of development.
shoremen have been working for question of
In Canada subbuilding
Wilson today renominated Henry Clay
House: Met at noon.
weeks with real longshoremen on the marines for the, British
navy of steel
Hall of Colorado Springs to be intercom
lands
officials
Colorado
urged
docks.
o
thet United Slates.
in
made
state commerce commissioner;
mlttee to create a Rocky mountain na
Attaches of the American embassy
Harrison of Antonchlco to be tlcnal
park.
STEEL REACHES BOTTOM
Fort
at
in
London, Mrs. Walter H. Page, wifa
moneys
receiver of public
New York, Dee. 23. A further de ot the American ambassador to Crent
Adjourned at 12:50 p. m. until noon
Sumner.
December 29.
cline in the common shares ot tne Britain, Baron de Beville and Paul Le-1:10 P- m. to noon
at
r
Adjourned
o.a.c
Faivre, French minister to Mexico, al
FOOD FOR INSANE
December 29.
the minimum price established by the so were aboard.
23
Dec
.
ArrangeColo.,
Pueblo,
exchange, was the feature of today's
ments were completed today by the
NEW NATIONAL PARK
stock market. The entire; active list
NEW IMPROVEMENT
PLAN
officials, of the state insane asylum
Washington, Dec. 23. A Colorado fell back to tie lowest level recorded
here to give a mammoth dance and delegation headed by Governor Am- since open dealings in all stock were
Washington, Dec. 23. Senator New.
Carlson and Sen resumed on Tuesday of last week.
Christmas tree celebration to the
mons, Governor-elect- ,
lands gave notice in the senate today
inmates of the institution. The ator Shafroth today urged the house
w ruug as a
that he would defer until the next
Taking toaay-affair will take place tomorrow even- committee to act favorably on the bill prominent stocks are down 4 to 7 ;6eReIon of congress his plan to
to create a Rocky mountain national
from their recent high prices. ordmate rivor Bnd ar,or jmprovP.
ing. On ChriBtmas day the insane will park 6ut of 360 Equore miles now a As Steel cannot be sold under 48, ac-- t ments !uto a broa4 national sciieny
?
be served with a full course turkey forest ..reserve in Colors do.
cording to present rules of the
waterway development. Tie sni.i
,
.
1a
"Turn bark the tide of tourist travel ntioncra
(t
dinner. Each article of focd, with the
' JTCWUeUl
"
- "hnUAVftd that, ftm mini-a
! TJ;
1IHOU WHS 11 lilVOr
"
been
will have
of
to
fowls,
of
the
to
tba
scenic
Spots
will
stocks
other
this
end
Europe
exception
mum in
it nt t!uv
j p1a0i fcut ni.Hs, ,,- t
America,, lliey told jue committee,
grown on the asylum grounds.
have to be revised downward
,c.
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JUST ONE DAY flORE TILL CHRISTMAS
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Supply Your needs at the big Helpful Store

that our estimates fell a little short in
this vicinity
Borne cases, and certain lots of goods have been closed out entirely.
but we find

now wouldn't you just a little rather that what you
receive came from Rosenwald's? Now your friends feel Just that way
about it too. We tried to anticipate the wants of every person in
Candidly

However

A Splendid Selection yet Remains And eJI Toys, Dolls and Holiday
Goods are now' on SeJe at

33
FCR' FATHER

FOR MOTHER

Wool Blankets,
Bath Robe,
Smoking Jacket,
Smoking Set,
Shaving Set,
'
Rain Coat,
Sweater Coat,
A new suit,
A new overcoat,
Dress Shirt,
Suit Case,
Wool Underwear,
Stetson Hat,
Mallory Hat,
Neckties,
Bok of Handkerchiefs,
Silk Muffler,
Cuff Set,
Humidor,
Match Case,
Pocket Knife,
Box of Handkerchiefs,
Pajamas,
Wool Shirt,
etc., etc.

Set of Furs,
Fur coat,
Wooltex Suit or
Coat,
Silk Waist,
Silk Dress, at
J2 PRICE.
Kimono,

Bath Robe,
Kid Gloveu,
RobQ Blanket,
Bed Spread,
Bath Towels,
Guest Towels,
Knitted Scarf,

Silk Underwear,
Mantle Clock,
Silk Hosiery,

Pern

Box,
PYROLIN IVORY

at
33

Manucure Set,
Comb and Brush,
Mirror,
Medicine Bottles,
Powder Box,
etc., etc.

DISCOUNT

3

Discount

1-- 3

FOR THE CHILDREN

33

DISCOUNT

Aluminum Dishes,
Trains,
Fire Engines,
Hook and Ladder Trucks,
Magic Lanterns,
Moving Picture Machines,
Wagons,
Tool Chests,
Work Benches,
Iron Banks and Safes,1
Building Blocks,
A. B. C. Blocks.

'

Games and Books,

Police and Firemen's
Equipment.
Play Aprons,
Rocky Horses,
etc., etc

Dress Shirt,
Pajamas,
Silk Ties,
Box of Linen Hand'kfs.
Mallory Hat,
Cigarette Case,
Pen Knife.
Belt,
Woolen Shirt,
Box of Arrow Collars,
Match Case,
etc., etc
j'

DISCOUNT

Kid Gloves,
PYROLIN IVORY
Comb and Brush,

Hair Receiver,
Boudoir Clock,
Nail Buffer,
Manicure Tray, at
,'

33.

at

33

DISCOUNT

3

Baby Sets,
Wool Hose,
Knit Sets, etc,

at
33

3

f

DISCOUNT

noticed to his dismay that
bis presence irritated them. He knew
the reason. So he left the
lo his pretty assistant, whom the great
beasts seemed to love and to Nero,
whom they feared.
Only the night before, when the
good motherly woman had gone Into
fier tent, Goldini had told the girlr of
bis love. She had not shrunk away
from him. tier mind was practical
enough. She was thinking over his
proposal. Let them leave the circus
to Madame Goldini and go away together, with his savings, to begin life
anew.
Then he had kissed her. Marvelous,
perhaps, but it was the girl's first kiss
of love. Her whole being thrilled to
it. She did not know what she had
answered. But afterward she had not
slept She thought of the motherly
woman who had befriended her, of
the rank and base Ingratitude of such
a course; and yet she loved- - him.
Suddenly a wild desire came to her
to leave everything and go home.
Her parents were hard country folks,
but they would welcome her with hpr
little money, and give her such af
fection as they had to bestow. They
would even be proud of her in a way.
There was none of that Puritanism In
Shawnee county which prevails In the
New England states. It was a hard
land where money alone counted.
The following afternoon her mind
was not yet made up. It must be one
course or the other, she knew. Either
go off with her lover or go home.
She could not endure the delay or a
decision longer.
She stepped into the cage and at
once Rita began to act. strangely. Pen
baps she knew; or perhaps the unrest
in the girl's soul communicated itself
to hers. The lioness lashed her tail
and retreated, growling, to the opposite end of the cage. The other three
lions began to growl in sympathy, and
crouched beside her, snarling at each
flick of the girl's whip and utterly ignoring the stands on which they were
supposed to stand in a pyramid.
Nero was uneasy, too. Nerp, at
his mistress' heels, growled back at
Rita, and crouched also, motionless,
watching her. The girl kept her eyes
on Rita; she knew that the other lions
would follow her example.
She saw, dimly, the crowd of sight-Beer- s
outside the cage, seated upon
their wooden benches. But she saw
them askance, for her mind was set
on dominating the lioness, and, though
It was easy to escape, she knew that
she would never be able to do any
thing with Rita again.
She advanced, flicking her whip,
and Rita, growling, poised herself to
spring. This was the crucial moment.
Suddenly the girl heard Goldini's

Goldini,

THE LIONESS

lion-tamin-

!E

By JOHN BREWSTER.

Rita, the big lioness, had been ant
ing in an ugly manner. They say that
lions can detect the character of their

trainers: that a drunken trainer is
In Imminent danger of destruction
should he enter the cage. They say
too, that a good woman can tame the
Perhaps that is a
wildest beast.
legend, though.
Mademoiselle Charmeuse had been
born Lily Leigh. Her parents wer
hnnaat farmer folks way D8CK ID
Shawnee county. But there had been
a mfltAm al erandfather who ran away
to sea. H is not boys only that In
herlt the roving disposition, wnen
ha wna seventeen Lily had shaken
the dust off her shoes at the (back)
entrance to the farm and departed in
th wakn of a traveling show, tr grad
uate as Mademoiselle Charmeuse, the
After
s
equestrienne.
ward, when business prospered and
the show increased In Blze and asplra
tions, she became Mademoiselle Char
--

world-famou-

the renowned
Some folks think circus people are
almost as bad as gypsies. That is not
the case. , There are no more moral
and respectable people alive. Nobodj
had ever breathed a word against
Mademoiselle Charmeuse s reputation
Goldini. the nronrietor. and the moth
erly Madame Goldini, treated her like
a daughter, even if they had picked
her up in an illegal manner, struck
by her pretty face and daring. But
when Madame Goldini grew too stout
lion-tame-

mpiiBP.

to continue to tame the lions, and re
signed herself to looking after the
welfare of the circus troupe, In com
fortable middle life, Mademoiselle
Charmeuse was thrown much more
in touch with Goldini.
It was her task, together with Nero
the bie Dalmatian, to put the lions
through their paces at every countrj
nlace where they exhibited, lioicnn
himself seldom entered the lions' cage
nowadays. He was growing fat, like
his wife; besides, the Hons had begun

voice.
"Come out!" he screamed, half opening the cage. "It is no good! Come!"
At that moment, Just as the girl's
attention was distracted, though it

The Names of East Las Vegas Per.
sons Familiar to AH
Who are the witnesses?
ents
They are East Las Vegas people-Residwho
HALF PRICE.
of East Las Vegas
have had kidney backache, kidney Ills,
bladder ills; who have used Doan's
Kidney Pills. These witnesses en
dorse Doan's.
One East Las Vegas resident who
713
speaks is Charles O'Malley,
"Through a
Main Ave. He says:
friend's advice I used Doan's Kidney
Pills for pains in my kidneys. The
prompt and genuine relief I got,
proved to my satisfaction that the
merit of this remedy is in no way
My experience war
Imin
our
favor.
At
present gold
ing
rants
my
holding a high opinion of
ports ere more probata than
Doan's Kidney Pills."
Much encouragement can be found
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't
in the course of our foreign trade. 1j
simply ask for a kidney remedy get
November the merchandise export Doan's Kidney Pills the same that
amounted to $205,700,000,
Co.,
against Mr. O'Malley had. Foster-Milbur1194,700,000 in October. In November
Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
our imports totaled $126,300,000, com
pared with $138,000,000 in October.
NORMAL GETS MONEY
The excess of exports over import
in November amounted to
nearly $80,
Santa Fe, Dec. 23. State Treasurer
000,000, compared with $56,000,000 ii
O. N. Marron today received $16,244,
October.
This striking- expansion ii 07 of Luna
county taxes collected in
exports was mainly the result of hea November. He distributed
almost
vy shipments of foodstuffs.
Now that $11)0,000 to various" funds, of which
the cotton embargo has been removed the
University of NeWMexico receiv
that staple will go forward much more ed $3,917.98; the Agricultural College
freely to all parts of Europe. Our ex $1,773.20; the School of Mines $1,994
port trade is also receiving a stimulus 96; the New Mexico
Military Insti
through the supplying of merchandise tute $2,216.72; the Normal University
formerly supplied by some of the Ccun $2,837.12; the Normal School at Sil
tries now at war. It was recognized ver City $2,660.24: the RDanish-Amethat the European struggle would lean Normal School $443.52; the Deaf
create such an opportunity for Amer and Dumb School
$1,180.0; the Blind
ican enterprise, and to some exteut Institute $1,552.32; Miners'
Hospital
these expectations are already being $887.04; Hospital for the Insane $5,
realize:!.
One of the chM obstacles 320.48; St. Vincent's
Orphanage $887
tJ further expansion of foreign trade Reform School $798.16; Museum
is the temporary f carcity of oceaa ton $887.04;
penitentiary $5,236; interest
nage. An encn.iLus amount of
$10,716.64; militia $933.12; "salaries
toDnag i as been entirely with- $16,890.72; current school fund
draw from the freight market, and
charitable institutions
$2,
very considerable Briftish tonnage is 654.96; road fund $7,586.54; miscelengaged in transport work for the laneous $4,934.66.
British government," thus causing 8
very Important though temporary cur
Checks Croup instantly
tallment in the supply of shipping fa
You know croup is dangeronus. An6
cilities.
you ought to know too, the sense of
The situation at home shows signs
security that comes from having Fo
of improvement. There is a decidedly
ley's Honey and Tar Compound in the
better sentiment in both financial and house. It outs the thick mucus and
commercial circles which must
clears away the phlegm, stops the
any material improvement. Con strangling cough and gives easy
fidence has improved perceptibly an breathing and
quiet sleep. Every usa partial resumption of industrial ac er is a friend. O. G.
Schaefer and
tivity is occasionaly notod for the Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.

IS HERE
Bring The Children
to see Him

SANTA ClAUS

'SMmynwa&l s Son
USE DISCRETION
IF YOU WOULD

PROSPER
HENRY CLEWS SAYS THE MAR
KET CAN STAND CONSIDERABLE INSPECTION
New York, Dec. 23. The slock exchange mad an excellent start at its
final reopening?. The financial dis-

trict, it should be remembered, has
teen passing through a period of
depression resulting from the
war. That depression was not allow
ed to express itself in values owing
to the shutdown of our exchanges and
the establishment of minimum prices.
For the same reason prices did not
have a full opportunity to reflect the
remarkable recovery In confidence
which has taken place during the last
two months. A considerable rise occurred during the first few days of
last week, but this was quickly checked by profit-takin- g
and evidences of
skillful roreign liquidation. There was
however, no rush of foreign selling,
ench as had been feared, and It doe?
not appear likely that there will
some untoward events of special importance precipitate Buch a
movement.'

,

.

The Interstate commerce commission decision granting the 5 per cent
increase in rates on eastern roads,
with the exceptions specified, will
Iave a far reaching moral effect. The

exceptions include
and
rates; also the rates
An
on bituminous coal and coke.
thracite coal and Iron ore and rates
held by unexpired orders of the com
mission are likewise excepted. Con
fidence will receive a new and effec
tive stimulus. It marks a change of
attitude of the commission toward the
railroads that cannot but be 'benefical.
Railroad credit will be strengthened,
and the roads will be able to make
more definite plans for their future. It
is Bald the earnings of the roads will
be increased about 40 to 50 millions.
This is not a large sum, relatively considered; but the action of the commission is 'iuite sufficient to check
One
distrust and inspire confidence.
effect of the decision will be to create
a more hopeful feeling in the steel
industry, of which the trailroads are
the best customers; and it may be
hoped that their action will avert the
proposed reduction of wages in that
industry. The effect upon the stock
market was naturally encouraging, al
though some caution was observed until the results could be more definiteThe decision will also
ly measured.
have a stimulating effect upon business in general, and will aid to coun
teract the deresslng influences of
the war.
Beyond question the war is still the
dominating influence fn this market.
An early end of that colossal struggle would cause a sharp rise in secur
ity values; and conversely prolonga
tion of the war beyond what is antici
pated will be depressing. But, since
the worst has been largely discounted.
the effect of disaster upon values
would not be so pronounced as the approach of peace, which some think
is nearer than generally supposed. The

possibiiities of foreign liquidation must
however be kept In serious consideration, London as well as Berlin is quite
sure to send American stocks back
to us if prices on this exchange are
rushed upward too rapidly, as was the
experience during the early half of
the week. There are many needy sellers in both of these markets. The
London exchange has not yet oened
and will not until the new year, bo
that this market Mill offers the only
refuge for those in distress.
The present war Is causing a fearful waste of capital, and the enormous
new borrowings for financing the war
Inevitably exert a heavy pressure up
on the world's security markets. The
world's savings will doubtless' he materially curtailed, and the urgency of
war loans will make it difficult to secure capital for new Industrial or
business enterprises. This means that
capital, or savings, for some time to
come will command high rates.
On
the other hand, we have an important
counteractant in the form of cheap
Funds are accumulating at
money.
home and abroad, very largely as a
result of the diminished volume of business.
In consequence, short term
money can he more freely obtained.
This will facilitate the carrying of
good stocks which are already selling
at low prices and yielding much rooie
profitable rates than short term obligations. Our own bank reserves have
been greatly strengthened by the operation of the new banking system
not to speak of the return of fuDds
from the interior and the lessened de
mand for commercial purposes. Funds
pre also comparatively abundant in
London; and there is no longer any
talk of gold exports from here, espe
cially as the balance of trade is work- -

n

-

r.

pre-cee-

was but a momentary wavering of an
At the same instant the other lions sprang Into the
air.
Rita's tawny body flew across the
cage. But at the same moment Nero
prang to meet her. He could not
stop the momentum of that bulk, but
he turned it. Lioness and dog rolled
in a tussle upon the floor.
At the same Instant Goldini
screamed and slammed the door of
the cage.
j
The girl heard shrieks of pan) a
among the audience She was con
ecious of the circus employes pulling
frantically at the door of the cage,
Before her she saw the dead body o(
the faithful hound, and the Hones
and lions worrying It. She retreated
toward the door. Rita sprang for her
again, but the laBh of the whip caught
her across the nose, and, swerving,
she flung herself against the bars.
They quivered, but stood fast, and
before she could turn again the girl
had stepped backward
to safety
r.
through the open-doou
She found herself lying in the center of a crowd of strangers. Her first
thought was of Nero. Then, remembering, she began to weep hysterically.
Her second was of Goldini. He had
slammed the door and left her to diet
Goldini's ancient malady had broken
out once more. And it was at tha
turning point of the girl's career. For
suddenly she realized that this thing
had effectively answered the question
that had tormented her.
She rose to her feet and stagg' i &
through the crowd. She meant to go
away, right away, she could not see
Goldini again; all her love was dead.
A
woman was clasping
her to her breast. The girl looked
into her face a full minute before she
realized who this was.
"O, mother!" she sobbed. "O, tako
me away, take me away!"
Through the ailent crowd the gray
woman led the
haired,
girl in the short skirt with the span
eyelid, Rita leaped.
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Set of Ftu4,
Evening Dress,
Suit or Coat,
Silk Petticoat
Silk Waist ,at

FOR BABY

at
3

FOR BIG SISTER
Vanity Box,
Leather Hand Bag,
Traveling Bag,
Silk Underwear,,
Silk Hosiery,
Initial Kerchiefs,
Manicure Sets,
La Vallier,
Hair Ornament,
Elizabeth Collar,
Silk Kimono,

Mackinaw,
Suit Case,
Smoking Set,
Bath Robe,
Rain Coat,
Fankel Suit,
Balmaccan O'coat.

Kewpies,
Doll Buggies,
Doll Furniture,
Iron Doll Beds,
Toy Stoves,
Toy Dishes,

33

f

Bradley Sweater Soat,

Kid Dolls,

Dressed Dolls,
Character Dolls,

at
3

FOR BIG BROTHER

1914.

first time. In the steel industry tho
turn is apparently close at hand, it
it has not already taken place. Prices
are exceedingly low, so low that profits have almost vanished, and either
higher prices must follow or a reduc
tion m the cost of production. There
has been a better inquiry for pig lroi
vhich Iii welcome proof of better
things to come in this basic industry.
Low prices and cheap money ought
certainly to stimulate new construction work. A somewhat similar condition of affairs exists in the great
textile Industries. Prices have declined to a point that seems likely to
materially encourage the demand for
staple fabrics. For some time past
the dry goods trade has been exceed'
ingly quiet, mainly owing to lessened
public consumption. Adjustment to
new tariff conditions and the extreme
fluctuations In cotton have also tend
ed to materially confuse this great in
dustry. Cheap cotton, though unwel
come to the south, has come as a boon
to the manufacturer and materially
aided the solution of his many per
plexities, caused by being caught between high costs of production and
low selling prices.
From Washington, which for the
past two years has been such a de
pressing factor in the stock market,
the advices are more encouraging. A
very decided change has taken place
in the attitude toward big business,
and there is no longer any desire to
unduly harass legitimate enterprise
but rather to aid the restoration of
business to normal activity. This was
evidenced in the' favorable decision of
the interstate commerce commission
The market is one that will require
closn watching and much discretion
As
in the selection of investments.
to
be
already stated, money promises
ca
but
to
come,
time
some
for
cheap
pltal will command high rates because
of the war. Decisive engagements on
land or at sea will cause decided flue
tuations in this market. Many of our
own Industries will profit by the war
and such securities are likely to re
fleet this advantage. AH purchases
should he made with close dlscrlml
nation, the market still being expos
ed to the vicissitudes of war; than
which nothing is more uncertain. Se
international
curitles with a large
market should Ibe handled with strict
conservatism: since too rapid advanc
es will surely encourage liquidation.
Home Industry seems onl the verge of
improvement. The winter wheat acre
age is reported 11 per cent larger than
last year, while the cotton acreage
will undoubtedly be much curtailed
HENRY CLEW.

"
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Began to Growl In Sympathy.

to appear restless under his lash. Gol
dini knew what was the trouble. He
knew it in his own soul. He loved
Mademoiselle Charmeuse.
The girl, always responsive to the
kindness of the couple, was staggered
at the unmistakable display of the,
tact that Goldini's Interest in her was
no longer paternal. Love had nevei
come Into her life. How could it?
What had she in common with ths
crowds of gaping farmers' boys whe
stared at her in her short, skirts and
spangles, or followed her with moon
calf protestations of devotion? She
was as much alone as though she
dwelt on a desert Island.
Goldini loved her, and, In her prea
ence, the man's own crushed nature
flourished.
He had been destined foi
better things. He was a university
man ; he had been in the Italian army,
though none knew this Intimate se
cret of his past.' He had been a lieu
tenant and had fought In the illstarred Abyssinian expedition, where
he was cashiered for cowardice. The
pight of the yelling tribesmen had
been too much for his nerves; he had
rMden away, leaving his men to face
annihilation. That was a dark and
bitter secret.
Yet he had never feared wild beasts,
In Abyssinia he had learned to handle
Hons; he had shot them at 20 paces
without a tremor of fear. It is easy
to be a
On his arrival in
America he had promptly Btepped into
a position with no other applicants,
and graduated to a show of bis own
by marrying the proprietress. A good
man, Goldini, a worthy citizen but
he had never lived, since his arrival
m America, or loved, till now.
The girl's innocence, her beauty, appealed to him atrongly. A little, halfitarved thing when he met her, a wild
mountain girl with aspirations above
her station, ho had taken her in part
in pity, pftrt on account of a business
sense of her value. Now that he and
she were thrown so much together, he
Knew that he loved her.
And the girl loved him. She seized
this first love to her heart and lived
in it. No matter if Goldini was Hearing forty, and she but twenty-three- .
The consciousness of each other's love
was in every word and gesture.
Only they and the lions knew, aad
lion-tame-

-
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black-bonnete- d

gleg.
(Copyright.

by W.
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d. Chapman.)

Catching the Curat.
The bachelor community of a cei
tain suburb was greatly scared by the
advent of a fearsome type of the desperate husband-huntinspinster.
After throwing each of the local
bachelors into ecstasies of terror lest
he should be the recipient of her attentions, the lady finally managed to
capture the curate. Local bachelor-dowas so immensely relieved at its
escape that it united In presenting the
curate with a splendid wedding present, in the shape of a costly table
service.
The curate was overg

whelmed.
"Such

a magn'ilcent service!" he

gaspel

"Well, you see, my boy," explained
the chief of the local bachelors, "it la
really a thanksgiving service." Lon
don

Tit-Bit-

;

.
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EW MEXICO HAS
AN INCREASED

Wworry

ABoutYouriir

HER GLOWING

PRODUCTION

d

EYES

By GRACE B. WHARTON.
(Copyright. 1914. by W. O. Chapman.)
Verne Tyson roused up with a start.
He rubbed hla eves hn Rhnnk himself.

WINES SHOW GREATER ACTIVITY
IN 1914 THAN DURING PRECEDING YEAR

Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Glenn A. Gray
of the United States geological survey Is expected In a few days and It
Ja feared thatl he will bring orders to
take the geological survey offices
from Santa Fe to Albuquerque. .Mr.
Cray is supposed to have made an effort to keep the offices in, this city.
The geological survey has justcon
piled figures for the mineral production of New Mexico during the first
11 months of 1914, with an estimate
hy Chajlea W. Henderson for the
twelfth month, and they show a yield
of $1,172,000 in gold; ,730,000 ounces
in silver, 1,340,000 pounds of lead
pounds of copper and 18,300,-00- 0
pounds of zinu. This is an increase of $290,000
in gold, 90,000
ounces in efllver, 9,300,000 pounds of
copper, 1,800,000 pounds of zino and
a decrease of 2,600,000 pounds in lead.
The total production of metals in
$12,070,000, as
1914, therefore, was
in
1913, an in$11,694,002
against
crease of $376,000.
The Mogollon. district in Socorro
county, which in 1913 yielded $619,886
in gold and 1,306,766 ounces of silver,
showed small increase tor 1914. Considerable metallic gold and silver
bullion were shipped from Pinos Altos
tos In addition to ores shipped. The
output of the gold and silver bearing
8iliClous and copper ores of the Lords-bur-g
district increased.
The White Oaks district, Lincoln
county, continued to produce gold bullion. The Ellzahethiown district, Cot
lax county, remained the principal
placer producing district. The Ore
Grande district, in Otero county, and
the San Pedro district, Santa Fe
county, contributed gold and silver in
copper ores. The new 100 ton cyar
nide mill In the reopened Bland district, Sandoval county, continued w
bullion after Sepproduce allver-goltember, and goldsilver bullion was
produced at the cyandization plants in
the revived Red river district, Taos
county.
The greater part of the output of
copper comes from the operations of
is
. the Chino Copper company, which
mining a low grade deposit at Santa
Rita by steam shovels. Thia ore is
concentrated at Huirey. in. a wet concentration plant of five sections,
where an average of 5,322 tons a day
was treated in 1913, the yield of copper for that year being 53,170,145
In 1914 the production of
pounds.
this company began to ehow material
increases over corresponding periods
in 1913, being 17,288,678 pounds for
the first quarter and 17,032,871 pounds
for the second quarter, but owing to
the curtailment of product necessitated by the condition of the copper
market on account of the war in Europe, the production for the third
quarter was only 11,491,120 pounds
and the estimated production for the
of the
64,822,000, more than one-hal- f
total metal ore production of New
Mexico coming from that one property. The Lordsburg district continued to produce a considerable quantity of copper, and the Oro Grande
and San Pedro districts also contributed to the production. In preparation for handling the copper ores, developed in the Burro mountain district, the Burro Mountain Copper company completed an experimental mill
during the year for determining the
process to be aised in the proposed
1,000-toconcentration
plant and
made experiments with the flotation
process. The Chino property la also
making experiments with that process.
The lead output of New Mexico
corses chiefly from the crude ore
from the Cook's Peak district, Luna
county, and from lead ore and concentrates from the Magdalena district,
Socorro county. Several shipments
were made from the Organ district,
Dona Ana county, formerly an important producer of lead.
The mines producing zinc in 1914
in New Mexico wet- - in xne Magdalena district, Socorro county; the
Cooks peak district, Luna county;
and the Hanover and Pinos Altos districts. Grant county. The Magdalena
district was the most productive, the
output being zinc carbonate and zinc
euilphide ores and zino sulphide concentrates, i Zinc carbonate and zinc
sulphide ores were shipped from
Cooks and
from Han
over. Important development and
construction work was done at Magdalena, Hanover and, Pinos. Altoa. The
production of zino ore and concentrates from New Mexico was 24,485
ton of 41.95 per cent of zinc, compared with 25,726 tons of 37.8 per cent
zinc In 1913.
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Then he stared across the table where
Sis club acquaintance, Colonel Reeves
should have been. No colonel. Then beyond that at the spot
where last he had seen the volatile,

Madame

Hor-tens-

e

Vassour. Gone. A discreet wait-er, napkin on arm, approached. His

cuticura soap

snampoos
And occasional use of Cuticura Ointment will clear the
scalpof dandruff, allayitching
and irritation, and promote
conditions.
hair-growi- ng

Samples Free by Mail
Cutlcura Soap and Ointment aold throughout tha

world. Liberal aampla of each mailed free, with 32-- p.
book. Address "Cuticura," Dept. 18B, Boston.

HUERTA'S BIRTHDAY
PASSES UNNOTICED

well trained face expressed a mild
inquiry, a strong suggestiveness of
being of service.
"How long have I been here?" asked
Verne abruptly.
"Three hours, sir."
"Alone?"
"Yes, sir."
"And the others?" demanded Verne,
with a sweep of his .hand.
"They Joked about your sleBta and
seemed to think it sport to give you
the surprise of waking up alone."
"So," muttered Verne, and his face
showed that he did not like the situation. He arose. The waiter helped
him to his hat and gloves, bowed his
thanks for a careless liberal fee, and
Verne walked from the cafe garden
into the street.
"It wasn't the wine I didn't touch
it," he ruminated. "It was not ennui,
for the colonel and his lady friend
were positively brilliant this evening.
It was that woman's eyes!"
Verne knew little of the colonel,
less of the woman. The former lived
a mysterious existence at the club.
The lady was his cousin, he had said.
From the first her eyes had repelled
Verne, because every time they spar--

IN MEXICO CITY IS DIF
FERENT TO THAT OF ONE
YEAR AGO

SCENE

The National
palace was minus its holiday today.
The scene of diplomatic splendor
which last year celebrated the birthday of Huerta was lacking at the big
palace, which echoed with hurrying
footsteps bent on negotiations to Betr
tie the more pressing affairs of state.
The former companions and support
ers of Huerta informally celebrated
the birthday of their deposed dictator,
but officially. Huerta la eliminated in
the flurry of the newi contentions that
are threshing out the factional claims
of aspirants to fill his boots.,
A year ago today tae National pal
ace revived the custom begun by
President Diaz' of celebrating the
birthday of the chief executive. Huer
ta was 59 years' old on that day, and
he planned an elaborate celebration
of his three-scor- e
anniversary this
'
year.
Before daylight military - bands
marched up and down in front of the
palace one year ago, serenading the
chief, who during the afternoon received the congratulations of commit
tees1 representing all departments of
the government The final event of
the day's celebration was a reception
to the diplomatic corps, when all the
foreign representatives were received.
It was 60 years ago today that Vic-toriano Huerta was born in an humble
cottage in the village of Colotland in
the state of Jalisco. From a parish
priest kfl gained his early education,
and became proficient as a, writer and
mathemtlciau. Opportunity came hiis
way. in 1871, when General Guerra
came to the village and wanted let
ters written. Young Huerta accom
plished the work, and as a reward was
sent to the military college. He de
veloped great ability m the field and
was early recognized as a natural
leader. He took part in many battles
and after the. Diaz administration was
disrupted forged rapidly to the front
When he was made provisional president he waa unable to check the spirit
of insurrection that Bad become a
fever in Mexico, and "was forced to
flee this year to Spain. General Huer
ta is celebrating his birthday today in
Barcelona, where he lives in a little
cottage outside the village.
Mexico City, Dec. 23.

Lame back may come
old settled In the
the back, or from disease.
former cases the right
BALLARD'S

from over- muscles Of
In the two
remedy Is

SNOW LINIMENT.

,

It

should be rubbed in thoroughly over
the affected part, the relief will be
prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c,
50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
Central Drug Co. Adr.
RATON SEES PICTURES

Santa Fe, Deo, 23. 'Motion pictures
of the exposition commission's collection were shown last evening at
ton and were pronounced exception
ally flue by the audience that saw
them. They Included pictures of the
operations at the coal mines of Colfax county and will be Bent to San
Diego ntxt week, to he shown every
day in the New Mexico building.

some vast surprises for Verne. For
several days he had not received any
word from Leila. His uncle, too, was
strangely silent. Then there appeared
at Truxton a young lawyer who some
times did business for Mr. Tresham.
"You are to return home at once,"
said this visitor.
"But the lawsuit here?" remonstrated Verne. "I have got it tn JuBt
the right shape, I am familiar with
its details and can certainly be of use
regarding It"
But the lawyer very gravely and
seriously reiterated the unqualified direction front Mr. Tresham, so Verne
returned to? Midvale.
It was ah inexplicable and chilling
reception that awaited him. He had
never seen his uncle so distant.
"Yes, I sent for you," he said sternly. "I suppose I need not tell you
why," and be passed across the table
between them three checkB for ten
thousand dollars each. They bore
dates a few days apart and the cancelled stamp of the bank. They had
been made out payable to self or bearer, and they had been caBhed through
a bank at Truxton.
"Well?" questioned Verne, looking
up in a puzzled way, "what has this
.
got to do with me?"
"Have you the audacity to ask,"
challenged his uncle stormily. "Listen I know all. You forged my name
to those checks. You alone can Imitate my handwriting so cleverly, for
on occasions I have warranted your
using my signature. You alone bad
access to the check book in my Bafe,
and those three checks were torn out
from the back of my check book."
Of course Verne Indignantly protested. It was of no avail. His uncle
swore that unless he went away to a
distant solitude he would disown him.
Verne found the Boyd home shut
gainst him. Leila had been sent
away to a. relative convinced of his
guilt, his uncle claimed.
A broken man, confronted by a mystery he could not fathom, Verne re
malned In seclusion for a week. One
evening a visitor was announced. It
was Mrs. Vassour.
She was pale, wretched looking.
She inquired of Verne where he had
last seen Reeves. He told her at
Truxton.
She said he had disappeared from there. She broke out
Into bitter vituperation of the wretch
who had borrowed all her money and
left her penniless.
Verne felt sorry for the adventuress. He Inquired gently as to her
necessities and tendered her some
money. She took it, started to leave
the room, and then, some wild Impulse stirring her, returned to his
side.
"You are a gentleman and a friend,"
she said, her voice quivering. "I confess all.',',.. ,
In amazement Verne listened to her
,
story. A past mistress la the art
hypnotic, she had placed him under
the influence of her power that evening at the cafe garden. She had
forced him to meal all about hla
uncle and the detail of bis trastoesa.
Whle he was at Truxton she had
visited Mr. Tresham. Upon him aha
had worked her spell also. Unconsciously he had produced the check
book and followed her directions.
Reeves had cashed the, checks at
Truxton and had disappeared with tha
money.
"I do not know where ha Is," said
Mrs. Vassour, "but I know his old
associations, and if you promise not
to prosecute me I will assist In running him down."
Which was done, and nearly the
whole of the money recovered. Then,
amid the amazing manifestation that
the signature to the checks was his
own, Mr. Tresham was more than contrite. He gave the entire amount recovered to his nephew, and Leila became a happy bride.
,
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"Hew Long Have
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....

been Here."

kled they gave him an unaccountably
uneasy feeling. She was pretty, witty,
winning In her ways. She was Intelligent, too. The conversation had drifted towards the occult, hypnotism and
all that during the little refection,
hen then
"I went to sleep," reflected Verne,
"and I remember my lady's glowing
It is uneyes the last thing. Brr-rr- !
canny. Perhaps she tried thecrt mesmeric on me. I'll go and see Leila
and forget all about It."
To Leila he was affianced. Society
saw an Ideal love match In their prospective union. The Boyds were
wealthy and Verne was the heir of
his uncle, the richest man in the district. The wedding had been set for
two weeks ahead.
It was fortunate that Leila had some
other callers that evening, for Verne
felt dull and uncompanionable. He
could not shake off a certain apathetic,
lethargic feeling that oppressed him.
Leila noticed it, and when he left she
whispered softly:
"We shall be alone tomorrow evening come early."
But something prevented. The following morning Mr. Tresham, Verne's
uncle, sent his nephew away on a buslines mission to a city a day's journey
distant It covered a stay of some
weeks, where attention to a lagging
lawsuit would require constant vigilance.
Verne wrote a hurried note to Leila
explaining the situation. Mrs. Vassour passed out of his mind, but she
was revived temporarily two days
later, when to his surprise Verne met
Colonel Reeves on tTx street In Truxton.
"Heard yon was here on business,"
spoke Reeves familiarly, "Some business of importance likely to keep me
here for a week or two. If.jou are
going to make any kind of a prolonged
stay, we can' find pleasant mutual
quarters down at the Ramblers club."
Verne thought not any too much of
Reeves, but time was likely to hang
heavy on his bandB, the colonel was
good company and some very pleasant days passed.
"My cousin, Mrs. Vassour, Is still at
Midvale,'", announced the colonel one
day. "By the way, she wrote me that
she met your uncle at a reception.
Fine old gentleman. He was very attentive and courteous toward her."
If Verne had not known that hla
rich relative was a confirmed bachelor, he would have felt uneasy. As
It was, when he wrote to his uncle
he jocularly expressed the sentiment
"beware of the vldders!" and gave
his uncle a hint that Mrs. Vassour
was scarcely en regie with upper crust
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FRUIT THROUGH THE CANAL
San Francisco, Dec. 23. A new era
in shipping perishable fruit fish and
vegetables to the eastern markets is
inaugurated today when the freighter
Ohioan leaves port for New York via
the Panama canal. For it will be the
1913.
first refrigerating vessel to .pass
through the big ditch. Several thouRemember, the Wan Colums of The sand tons gf California perishable products are in the cargo.
Optio are result getters.
SUES SANTA FE
Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Suit for $25,000
damages was filed against the Santa
Fe Railway company by Ynocencii
Gonzales de Arias, et al., who alleges
that her husband, Vicente Arias, w
killed toy a Santa Fa train on July 31,

Your

nroi

Gas In the stomacn comes from food
which has fermented. Get rid of tht
e
badly digested food as quickly as
if ypu would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINE is the remedy you
need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and repoa-slbl-

stores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adr
Subscribe for Tne Optic.
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If you've got a drop of red blood in'your veins if your heart beats
one bit faster to the tune of romance adventure love and mystery
then you've something in store so far ahead of anything
you've ever read or seen that you'll forget the best among the rest

Overshadowed

TheStory

"The Fortune Hunter"

We cinched the exclusive publication rights
to Louis Joseph Vance's new sensation,
The Trey 0' Hearts
we did it at a price
that staggered other publishers biggest
sum ever paid for a serial of its kind.

"The Brass Bowl"

The Universal Film Manufacturing Co. pronounced The Trey O' Hearts the best action
story for film purposes they had seen in
three years. They backed up their judgment
by putting the punch and $200,000 cash
into a set of pictures that are more than remarkable they're simply extraordinary.

Mental Back Somersaults
No matter how clever, you can't fathom tha

plot of Tht Trey O' Hearts one inch ahead of tha
words you're reading or the scene you're viewing.
It keeps you turning mental back somersaults all
the way whether you're reading the story or seeing
the pictures.

Won't Cost You One Red Penny

Superhuman Imagination

The imagination

You read a paper regularly. Read ours and
ing
get all the
stallments of The Trey O' Hearts it sets a
mile mark in literature and it won't cost
you a penny more to read it.
soul-stirrin- g,

of this man Vance is superhuman surprise is too mild a word to describe situations The Trey O' Hearts is filled with to overflowing. And the end of every installment, written or
pictured, is a startling climax that leaves you tense ia
every nerve, waiting and watching for the next one.

heart-grippin-

iiie

"The Black Bag

Louis Joseph Vance wrote
Vm all. You know what millions thought of these
stories. You know how they gripped thrilled and
inspired. But Tht Trey O' Hearts overshadows them
all. Vance has set himself a mark in this storj he'tf
never beat and we doubt if even he, master of tha
written word, will ever pen another like it. Action
plot and telling, all combine to push Tht Trey O'
Heartt Into the top notch of the best sellers in
record time.

The Pictures

'Me

.....

By Louis Joseph Vanca
Author of "The Fortune Hunter," "The Elac1-- Bmg,n

The

4

Brass Cowl," Eta.

Don't Fail to Read Tomorrow Night's Installment

o

M
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Invisible, But Supporting.
The most wonderful part of a plant
Is usually that which is not visible.
The roots act not only as anchors to
bold the plant firm In the ground, but
as wandering mouths, picking up food
and drink for their parent.
Roots travel amazing distances in
search of their requirements. A timber merchant, excavating for a sewer
In Gloucester, found an elm root one
and a quarter Inches In diameter and
63 feet long running through a bed of
sawdust from the tree to the nearest
water, the Gloucester and Berkeley
canal.
The aggregate length of root thrown
out by some plants is almost incredible.
A cucumber will, within its
short life of about half a year, throw
out from ten to fifteen miles of roots.
Clover roots will go straight down
to a depth of six to nine feet in
search of moisture, and coltsfoot, one
of the most powerful and persistent
of weeds, sends its suckers down to
an even greater depth.

"Toeing the Mark."
The phrase "toeing the mark" is ol
fairly old and somewhat obscure oriSeveral different opinions are
gin.
held as to how It originated, but the
derivation most generally accepted Is
that it comes from an old fashion
among military men in drilling to draw
a line upon the ground and make the
company "dress" by toeing this mark.
The phrase thus acquired the meaning of "standing up" to something, and
so became used in quarrels, when one
of the parties would challenge the
other to stand up to him. Even nowadays In some of the country districts
in Great Britain it Is customary for
lads when quarreling to provoke their
opponents finally to the encounter by
drawing a line upon the ground and
telling them to "toe the mark." The
meaning of the phrase as now generally used IS to come right forward and
society.
"stand
up" fc anything.
At the end of two wesks there came
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WILSON AS SANTA

our Influence and popularity
of the Rio Grande
everywhere south
'
and without stretching the Monroe
doctrine to the poiut of making Uncle
Sam an errand boy or a policeman.
St. Louis

23. President
Dec.
Washington,
Wilson will play "Santa Clans" Christmas day for his small grandniece,
Anne Cothran, who will spend the
holidays at the White House with
her mother and grandmother, Mrs.
Anne Howe, the president's sister. A
large Christmas tree was delivered
today at the White House.
The president, with his three
daughters, Mrs. F. B. Sayre, Mrs. W.
G. McAdoo and MibS Margaret Wilson, and other relatives, plans to go
to church Christmas morning, to take
an automobile ride In the afternoon
and take dinner at the White House
in the evening. He will attend only
to absolutely necessary business during the day.
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There Is a disposition on the part
of some persons, especially those who
are of German ancestry, to resent the
more or less facettousme and God"
verses and prose writings ; about the
kaiser. By some these verses are interpreted aa being a ridicule of the
German people for their evident re:" "
ligious fervor." "
The Optic believes "it can sarely
state that the authors of these writings and the publications which print
them have not acted with any malice
toward the .Germans or any desire to
ridicule their religious'' beliefs. Since
the war began a., great deal of facetious matter has been published and
displayed in cartoon dealing with the
funny side of the war. 'Nolsody should
take these things seriously or develop
a permanent grouch, fteciiuse, if he
waits a day or so, he will see something
In the press that will rap "the other
fellow," and he will realize that there
is no malice behind the witticisms
and alleged witticism's.

GROWER

One Year..
Ix Months

$2.00
1.00

DRYsSSoiy

In Advance for Mail
OF HOUSE'S VOTES
Subscriptions.)
Remit by check, craft or money
'
THE
rder. If sent otherwise we will not THEY FAILED TO SECURE
NECESSARY
J.
e responsible for loss.
HOWEVER
Specimen copies free on application.

(Cash

Washington, Dec. 23. Opponents of
prohibition today predicted that the
EXPIRATION OF TIME
proposal to submit a constitutional
PAID FOR
amendment was dead for the present
session, as a result of the failure of
the Hobson resolution to secure the
the
Advertisers are guaranteed
vote last night.
necessary
largest dallv and weekly circulation Prohibition leaders I'tfrfi "Jubilant over
pf any newspaper In northern New the fact that they received a majorMexico.
ity. They said they, would continue
"re
the fight. The final vote for the rest
olution was 197; against, 189.
TELEPHONES
ALL

AT

PAPERS DISCONTINUED

two-thir-

Main 2
Main 9

Business Office
News Department

ON ALL

cnrjgroiG goods
Beginning Today

Our Men's and Boys'
Overcoat and Suit Sale
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clay is the possessor of a broken
hand. Mr. Greenclay, It is said, while
walking along the street.jcollided with
an itinerant snowball propelled from
the hand of a small boy. The missile
struck Mr. Greenclay in the face, and
straightway his anger rose. He chased the aforesaid small boy, whose
identity has not been established, and
catching him, elevated a tender portion of his anatomy to aeliver corporal punishment thereto. So great
was the vigor of Greenclay'si spanking
that he broke his hand, and the culprit ecaped with thanksgiving in his
heart, the story goes.
According to the story told by Mr.
Greenclay when asked about his hand
today, he slipped yesterday and;
throwing out his arm to save himself,
fell on his hand and broke it
Anyway he has a broken, hand.
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What has happened to the Britlsh-V'vencnote complaining to Wash
ington of the violations of neutrality
it. was
ijy coiomMa and Jfiouadorr
.announced at the time of the sending
that it was of a tone calling for no
direct answer, but a aay or two later
brought the Information that Secretary Bryan was preparing an answer,
and was at that same time preparing
to investigate the conduct of Colombia
and Ecuador.
moveSince then the
ment for neutrality has risen, and in
ito shadow the remarkaible British-Frencnote eeems to be obscured.
"The
movement Is one
to
with the United Slates,
not in any movement to have all of
the acts charged against them by
belligerents as being violations of
neutrality, investigated by this
violabut for preventin
of
the
belligerents, of
tions, by any
"the neutrality of any country on this
continent This is a. movement in
which Secretary Bryan could partlcl- h
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This morning after a simple service
at the house, the body of Mrs. A. M.
Adlbr was laid to rest in the Jewish
cemetery. A large number of friends
or the departed were present at the
funeral to pay their last respects to
a woman who was beloved for' her
charity and kindness." Rev. Dr. J.
Landau conducted the service arid de
livered an eloquent eulogy on Mrs.
Adler. The pall bearers were Charles
Greenclay, Herman Ilfeld, Dan Stern,
Cecillo Rosenwald, Simon Bacharach
and Sigmund Nahm.

Naco, Sonora, and said that "it was a
very satisfactory interview."
A conference with Maytorena Is now
being arranged, by General Scott.
Prior to the conference General Hill
represented that 12fi of Maytorena's
Yaqui Indians threw down their arms
and crossed to the American side
miles west
early ''today
'
'
of here." '"' -

jf

sy

'Wm

Guaranteed

fiplj

'

Naco, Ariz., Dec. 23. The proposed
peace conference between Brigadier
General Hugh L. Scott, chief of staff
of the United States army, and Genial Benjamin Hill, commanding Hhe
Carranza garrison defending Naco,
Sonora, against the siege of Governor
Maytorena, the Villa leader, probably
will be held today in the abandoned
United States custom house close to
the border on the American side.
Rain which has fallen since Satur-daceased early today. A river formed by the Wash from the army camp
General
which yesterday Isolated
Scott, and caused postponement of
the conference With Hill, receded last
night. Two army mules were drowned in the water course yesterday while
attempting to ford It. An attempt will
be made by General Scott to arrange
a meetinsr With Maytorena. The ap
pointment" for a'meetftg at the border
four miles east of here, Monday was
not kept by Maytorena. because the
ground separating his camp from the
border was Impassable. Light firing
by both the Hill and Maytorena forces
was carried on last night and early today. . .An occasional bullet crossed to
the American side.

"MARSHALL

PHOENIX

IN

Phoeniz, Ariz., Dec. 23. Vice President 'Thomas R. Marshall and Mrs.
Marshall arrived here today to spend
s
the Christmas holidays with the
Kln-se- y
Mr.
W.
E.
Mrs.
and
parents,
at Scottsdale, a suburb. Governor terday. Reduction of the PennsylvaHunt met the Marshall party at the nia company dividend was among the
adverse factors.
,:'
station,
The close was as follows :
... 49
Amalgamated Copper ,
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
American
......103
Sugar
Refining
Kansas City, Dec. 23. Hogs, receipts
90
10,000. Market lower.
Bulk $77.25; Atchison .
31
Chino Copper
heavy $7.157.25; pigs $G.256.85.
Northern
Pacific
Cattle, receipts 3,500. Market strong.
140
,
Prime fed steers $9.2510.25; west Reading .
81
Pacific
Southern
ern steers $79.25; calves $69.23.
Pacific
Union
8iy8
Sheep, receipts 4,000. Market higher.
48
Lambs $7.758.40; yearlings $6.50 United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd..-- . . . . .103
7.50.
lat-ter'-

was in the lead, going more than
cent above last night. . The close was
cent under last
to
unsettled
night.
Cora hardened with wheat. The
opening, which was unchanged to
higher, was followed by a slight reaction and then by
rise all
to
around. The close was 4
above last night.
One' of the leading elevator companies was conspicuous on the buying
side of' oats. The result was firmer
prices.
Realizing sales by packers weakenCHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
ed provisions. The closing Quotations
23. Wheat
Chicago, Dec.
prices were as follows:
scored a fresh advance today influWheat, Dec. 1.25; May 1.28.
Corn, Dec. 65; May 71.
enced by a sudden Increase of Insur
ance rates against Italy becoming In
May 53.
Oats, Dec.
off Pork, Jan. $18.35; May $18.85.
volved in war. After opening
to a shade up, the market made a genLard, Jan. $10.30; May $10.47.
eral ascent with May wheat, which
Ribs, Jan. $10.10; May $10.45.
l-- 4

97

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York,
Dec. 23. Liquidation
from various sources caused more
general weakness in
today's Btock
market. Steel, Southern Pacific and
other speculative Issues fell to the low
level fixed by the exchange, and other

HILL AGREES TO USE
Brewery G.oea Broke
Columbs, O., Dec. , 23 The Hoster.
Columbus Brewery company, a
HIS BEST EFFORTS
corporation, went into the
of
on
order
hands of receivers today
the United States district court. "De WILL TRY TO KEEP HIS MEN
shares were
creased demand for beer, adverse leg
ACROSS-THFROM FIRING
islation and the voting dry of many
BORDER LINE
states and counties" in the last eigh
years," was given as the cause.
The appointment of receivers was
made by Judge E. Sater, .upon showSan Antonio, Texas;,;Dec..;23:.
ing that the company had defaulted
That Provisional President pi- payment on a judgment of f3,518 in
lalio Gutierrez had quit Mexico
favor of Samuel S. and Victor Stelner
City, due to differences between
York.
of New
The court named C.
him and Felipe Angeles' and folj
Christian Born and Carl J. Hoster,
lowers of Zapata, was reported;
company, as
large stockholders of' the
' '
today to T. R. Beitran, local con- '
receivers.
stitutlonal consul.
i'if
In its statement the company deeald the capital was governed by
American Property Taken
VirWest
clared the , voting dry of
commission composed equally of
Washington, Deo. 23. An official
ginia was "the last straw" in a series
Villa and Zapata adherents and
to the state department to
dispatch
of legislative aots which reduced seri
another provisional presi- - 4' day from Vera Cruz said Carranza
that
ously the sale of its products.
dent would be selected January
forces had taken possession of an
of the saloon license fee to
10.
American
plantation, Monte Blanco,
$1,000 by the Ohio legislature eight
Cordoba.
near
Representations have
years ago, a county local option law
the recovery of the
for
been
made
and a more recent license system by
A report from Ensenada
nroDertv,
which the number of ... ealoons was
Naco, Ariz., Dec. 23. BrigadierGen-eral'HugColonel Cantu with 300 soldiers
L. Scott, chief of staff of says
greatly cut down were mentioned as
there and is conducting
arrived
has
other causes.
the United States army, successfully, the local government In the interest
completed today the first step In his of Villa.
STORY ON CHARLES
effort for peace on the Mexican borA3 a result "or the snow lying on der. He conferred with General BenSubscribe for T Otrt'e
the ground yesterday Charles Green jamin HilL the Carranza) defender of
,
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Year, and thanks to your faithful Patronage, we are able to offer you

this Year a Bigger, Better and moreVaried Selection than we ever did before. After looking over it you
will realize the Uselessness of sending out of Town for anything in our Line. The better Pieces go
first, you don't have to give your Presents on the 26th, let us select with you NOW.
i

For-- every Member
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"The Gift Store with the Xmas Spirit"

M

'of

the Family

EVERY DAY OF

Er Wl

Every Home on

A CHRISTMAS GIFT

,

Ot all Toys and Dolls

There should be Music : in

A VICTROLA

WE WISH you a Tierry Christmas and a Happy New

OFF

"l

i

ml

;iv!

Will there be a

VIGTROLA
In your Home this

From $15.00 to $75.00

Douglas Ave
'i
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MUFFLERS,
SILK SUSPENDERS,

We Will Have
a Fife Lot of

Neck Ties in Individual Xmas boxes

SILK SHIRTS,

WILSON BROS. GLOVES,

BATH ROBES,

PRESIDENT SUSPENDERS.

DENT'S GLOVES,
SILK AND LISLE HOSE,
PARIS and BOSTON GARTERS
SUSPENDER SETS.

PAJAMAS,
...

MACKINAW COATS,
HOUSE SLIPPERS,

at 35c, 50c,

PALACE CLO. CO.

SILK and LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS,

'"

--

:

.,

.

,,.
--

"

Our flat work service has been found very economical
?
and convenient by many houswives.
,v,We know you will appreciate it too. Simply send all
your flat work your towels, sheets, pillow cases, table-- cloths, napkins, dollies, bed spreads, etc. These we wash and
and Iron returning them to you all ready for use at a very
'
? .......
...
,
small charge.
This service Is prompt, the work is satisfactory and the
small cost makes it real economy.
Take advantage of it next week.

PERRY ONION

PERSONALS
William Ogden left yesterday for
Kansas City, where he will purchase
automobiles and other stock for the
Las Vegas Auto and Machine shop.
He will return in the early part of
next month.
The most elegant line of French
toilet preparaperfumes and
tions ever shown In the city at
Drug Store. Adv.
Mrs. John Nunn left today for Kant
eas City to spend the holidays with
her mother.
.Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Considine and
family left yesterday for their farm
on the mesa. The Considines have
been In town for the past few days.
Beautiful designs, graceful shapes,
rich finish In imported handpainted
China at Murphey's Drug Store.
Mur-phey- 's

Adv.
Alva

Davis anJ' Chell Matthew,
ranchers from the Cherryvale district
of the mesa, came into town yesterday evening to make some Christmas
?
i purchases.
...
.
,
Your boy Christmas puzzle???' Y.
M. C. A. membership or emblem Bolves

A. V- - Johnson came in last night
from Wagon Mound to attend to some
personal! affairs.
G. G. Nicol, a Santa Fe railroad man
from Albuquerque, arrived in Late Ve-- ,
gas last night for a short stay, "j
Manuel Maes, a rancher frbhi' jyiaes,
N, M., came Inlto town this morning
to make some Christmas purchases.
Miss Iva Markham left today for
Lamar, Colo. Miss Markham, who is
a teacher at the Castle High school,
will return In time for the opening'
of school on January 4, 1915.
Mrs. William B. Stapp and her two
sons left this afternoon "for Shoemaker. They will be absent from
Las Vegas for some time.
Miss Marie Seneca), director of
music and art at the New Mexico
Normal University, will leave tonight
for Denver, where she will spend the
Christmas: vacation.
Mrs. Agnes J. McKee left today for
Anteres, Ariz. She arrived in Las
Vegas! about a month ago on her way
from the east, to visit Bome friends
here.
Murray Carlton, Jr., left last night
for St Louis. Mr. Carleton has been
Btaying on a ranch near Watrous for
some time. He will return after the
holidays.,
D. L. Batchelor, local station agent
for the Santa Fe railroad, returned

Adv.
All the Christmas shopping done,
eh? Did you include Y. M. C. A. emHold by the edges an aluminum pan
blem for your boy?. Adv.
an enamel pan of the same size,
and
in
Las Vegas
B. F, Coleman arrived
last night from Phoenix. He will so that the side opposite your hands
In a small flame. .You will drop
spend a short time here on business. are
aluminum
tha
E.
pan first.
Pickens
Kate
Miss
Ray Sibley,
Edwards and S. C. Edwards, ali of This proveB that
it

Cherryvale, were in town today making some Christmas purchases.
Llggett's chocolates, tne test and
purest candy made, at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
Miss Mabel Hobart ileft today for
Kansas, where she will spend the
Christmaa holidays. Mies Hobart
who Is a teacher in the Castlo High
school, will return to town for the
opening of the school term on Jani
uary 4, 1915.
initial letter paper and initial correspondence cards at Murphey's Drug
Store. Adv.
Miss Ivy Snyman came in last night
from Watrous. . Miss Snyman is well
known In Las Vega's, having resided
here last winter.
William Balfour, a railroad man
from Albuquerque, was In Las Vegas
today.
Miss Elida Carlson will" ieave tomorrow for Watrous, where she will
spend the Christmas holidays with
'
J
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brady. "

"Wear-Ever-

"

Aluminum Utensils
become heated throughout more quickly than enamel utensils. Food there
fore can be cooked In aluminum ware
with less fear of scorching and with
utensils have
less fuel. "Wear-Ever- "
you food and expense, time and tem...
per.
Each "Wear-Ever- "
utensil is jaade
without joints, seams or solder, from
WEAR-EVEthick nard sheet alum
mum. strong, ugnt to
rust,
handle, cannot
ALUMINUM cannot form poisonous
compounds with acid
fruits or foods, practic- ?
7RADE MARK aI1' ever!S?Uns
R

Replace utensils that wear out with
utensils that "Wear-Ever.- "
F.

J.

Hardware

GEARING,

OU,ltUU.UU

J. M, Cunningham, President,
Frank Springer,

'

.

i

',

Vice-Preside-nt

"

'

'

i

( D. T. Hoekine, Cathler.

"

UAS-VEG-

AS

INTEREST PAID ON

TIME?

DEPOSITS

as vegas;;:saving$ bank

DEADLY BEERS
Boulder, Colo., Dec. 23 A. S. Beers,

aged 45, today shot and killed Will
Hopkins at Birch Lake, about two
miles from Hygiene. Beers surrendered. to.,workjnen, whq,( with .Hopkins
were engaged in cutting ice.- He was
turned over to a deputy sheriff. Beers
gave no reason for the shooting. Both
men were members gf the Adventists'
colony near Hygiene.
" it?"
.

DIAMOND VETERAN

.

CAPITAL STGDKr

'

-

30,000.00

OFFICS WITHTHE SAN MIGUEL NATIONAL
WM. G. HAYDON-

DEAD

tt

BANK

.......L.2...
;...:.:.,:: ...

-

H. W. KELLY

New York, Dec. 23. Philip J. Powers, an old time baseball player,, famous In his day, died here today aged

PmWeat
Vice-Preside-nt

.

T. HOSKINS,

Treafiurer

INTEREST PAID

'

ON DEPOSITS

-

'

62.

GOETHALS

SURPLUS

.

LAS VEGAS STEAM LAUNDHY

yesterday evening .from Kansas City,
where he has been ,for a few days.
Mr. Batchelor went east, to meet his
jdaughter, Nellie, who arrived here
today on train No. 1. ,Miss Batchelor
has been1in1.New York city. She will
spend the holidays here.
Duke Tipton, a rancher from the
neighborhood north of here, left today for Winchester, Ky.. for the holi
days.
Mrs. Arthur Lowe and her daugh:
ter, Miss Edith, left today on train
No! 1 for Lamy. The Lowes are residents of Lamy but have been visiting
here for some time.

CAPITAL PAID IN
(100,000.00
...
.. .'

ACTED ON
CAMPHOR

IS CONTRABAND

OFFICERS' REQUEST

Washington, Deo, 23. 3reat Britain
has decided that resinous products,
camphor and turpentine, are to be
NAVAL AUTHORITIES SAID! 'AM- nlarftd nn
thn Hat nf "Hhsoliifa j'onti'fl- r
ERICAN NEUTRALITY WA
band." The British embassy notified
'"'
VIOLATED
the state department late today' of a
of a telegram from London, to
receipt
New York, Dec. 23. The request of
that effect. No date was given as
Colonel George W. Goethals, governor
to when it would .become effective.
of the canal zone, for the dispatch of
American warships to tho. canal to
preserve the neutrality of the'Vnited
Dec.' 23. The British gov
States, was suggested ty naval of j London,
cers in charge of wireless plants and ernment has decided to indemnify
who
naval affairs in the zone; was for--i from the Imperial funds those
losses' as
warded to Washington as a matter suffered bodily or property
of the recent naval raid on
of form by Colonel Goethals, t acting a result
towns of Scarborough, Whit
coast
the
Ike
as
in his capacity
governor ,M,
and
Hartlepool and west Hartley
by
canal zone; and the Incident la f
pool.
conisi
so far as Colonel ouethals
; c mcerned so announced the colonel himself upon his arrival here today from
Cristobal on the steamer Panama Colonel Goethals said that naval of
ficers had reported to him that there
had been two violations of American
neutrality. He declined to give the
names of the naval officers, or to men
(Continued From Page One.)
tion the names of the vessels involved in the alleged violations of neutraV,:
While the Germans are not" relax
ity.
ing their efforts along the line from
to Sklerniewice, An the
Sochaczew
British Wireless Dismantled
movement
toward
23.
Warsaw, the great
Dec.
(Lieutenant
,
Washington,
vi
Crenshaw, naval radio officer at the est activity yesterday was In the
Miechow
of
and
Andrejew,
cabled
the
cinity
navy
Panama canal zone,
tihrtHeast-oFCfaeoThe
departmenioday that the wireless pf
JsacK to posi
have
moved
Russians
Balin
the British steamer Protesilaus
boa harbor was dismantled by canal tions along the. left bank of the Nlda
Viszone police after it was found she had river near its junction with the
obThe
Cracow.
east
30
of
miles
tula,
been sending code, messages.
Austro-Germaforces
the
of
jective
In this vicinity appears to be Kieloe.
ALFRED LEWIS DEAD
Their front extends about 70 miles
New York, Deo. 23. Alfred Henry from the right "bank of the Nida. Their
Lewis, newspaper man and writer of strength is estimated at eight to ten
books, died today at the home of his army corps (320,000 to 400,000 men).
brother here of an. Intestinal disorder.
The Teutonic allies on December
He had 'been 111 only a few days.
18 attacked the outskirts of Pinczow,
25 miles eat'of Miechow, and were
cmwaanfnl In rOHsfn2 the rivet". SubMiuentli however, tKey w:ere thrown
hackTrWhlch hfeay . losses "after a
'

;

forces' of tho Austrlans under General
Bohm-Ewni- l.
The attack extends
along the river Dunajec. as far as the
upper valley, of San.. The AustrianB
who idvanced over.
Mazolaboretz
pass in the Carpathians toward Dukla,
were attacked along a front from Lls-kVoh

forces with the garrison at Przeuiysl. ed to flee, leaving an enormous numA series of attempts In that direction ber of dead. The Russians
captured
is reported to have failed. The Prze-my- 1,000
prisoners, including ten officers.
To the west, on the road leading to
garrison on December 18 made
sl

a desperate sortie, but was

driven
back on the fortification with losses.
Simultaneously the. Austrian division
which was advancing toward Dukla
to unite was attacked with bayonets and forc
o

to

SanakV

The Austrlans attempted

Baltfeld, an Austrian corps was attacked by Russians at Ryoltatzt, on a
front descending; from Ryg to Yodlon.
The Austrlans were thrown Iback, tearing about 1,500 dead on the field.
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SilverPlate
WITH

WAR

STERLING SATISFAGTI01
J'

V

'i'

:

Gorham Silver in Plate
or SterliHfJ is the
Cheapest in the end.

n

-

One Mote uDay BeloreXma$f
advantage of the
Low Prices ou will Find at
To

4

On Toys, Dolls and Xmas Goods of all Kinds

v Come in and be one
-

& 50c

SEND US YOUR FLAT WORK

Christmas Trees
Wreaths of all Kinds
Holly ; Mistletoe
v
and a nice lot of Plants and
Supplies for Christmas ....

.

in the Stte.

We Crry the largest line of Neckwear

rrro

Phone Mala 276

1914.

Gve Useful Xmas Presents

EW

A

23,

the Crowd
.of Interested Satisfied Customers

EFFICIENT SEEVICE.

Qf

ONE PEICE FOR EVERYBODY

The'uiaiiS.'re-- .

along the
Pllica river, 20"miles southeast Of
Pletrokov,. The gap between that position and the Nida river is occupied
bv" five divisions of German cavalry
The two Russian armies are seeking
to close on the moving troops In .the
direction of Oposcozo. Near the lat
ter point, In the vicinity of the town
of Shedboro, an Austrian force was
defeated several days ago, losing 1,000
men and 17 officers.
It is the opinion of Russian mili
tary critics that the action in this ter
to
rltory is intended by the Germans
vie
the
from
Russians
the
awav
Hrw
their
inlty of Cracow by threatenin?.
an- official
The
communications.
successes la
nf
v- - Ttiiasian
IHUI1C1"
fiaiiHa is interpreted here as mean
for the Austrian
ing a definite defeat
advance." The Russians claim to have
nvn the offensive, attacking suc
frontier
cessfully the entire southern
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The Optic covers Las Veeras like a blan
ket, guaranteeing that everybody will see your ad.
THE RATE 15 CHEAP.
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"There has been a great change
in our business ethics. A few years
ago buslneaa men did things which
they wouldn't dream of doing now.
A! ceiftajta wealthy 'gaaan made his
fortune on rebates, at a time when
rebates were not frowned upon. Mr.
Rockefeller was a good business man
according to the ethics of his day,
he is a good business1 man now according to those of our day.
"As for the Colorado strike, there NEIGHBORING COUNT ATTEMPTS
CONDEMNED
NOTED EDUCATOR
been bo much misrepresentation
has
SOMETHING NOVEL IN NEW
FOR SPEAKING KiNDLY OF
that the truth has not had a chance
ROCKEFELLER
MfXICO
afto be seen. But a ray of light has
ready appeared, and before long we
Santa Fe, December 23. A public
shall
know the truth, and we shall see school
Dec.
23.
W.
Eliot,
Charles
library for every school district
Boatou,
that the industrial ranrest of the Co
the venerable educator of Harvard, lorado district is not to be laid to Mr. in Santa Fe county, is the decision of
and believed to be the best educated
County School Superintendent John
Rockefeller's door or that of his eon." V.
man la America, has pricked a horConway and he will start with $ 10
Dr. Eliot is being answered by many
worth of books for each building, addnet's nest He Is the center of a countrychurchmen, ilabor leaders and
-wide
protest and en. the other lawyers,
ing $10 worth yearly. Of this- amount
Henry Abrahams, secre- the school district will
publicists.
Jiand is widely applauded by the degive $5 and
of the Bogton Central Labor the other
$5 will be raised by public
fenders of John D. Rockefeller. The tary
union flays his remarks mercilessly.
long period of muck raking which "If President Eliot's indorsement of subscription. The libraries will be
Oil
Installed in time for the beginning of
delved into the doing of Standard
Rockefeller's business ethics holds
the
net later than January
was almost forgotten, in. the whinl of
because of the good 15. legislature,
The books are being selected now.
American events, only 1,0 be revived good, merely
work now being done by his foun
Much interest in this new step for
again last week, when Dr. Eliot took dation,, the pirate gold of Captain
the platform a? the champion of the Kidd would have washed out his ward in the rural schools is being en
the Santa Fe Woman's
oil king, hla methods of business, his
trail of wholesale murder, had couraged by
Club which already has several com
methods of benefaction, and placing bloody
Kidd also used a small portion of his
mittees at work assisting Superintend
him on a pedestal as the best business
gains in a similar bene- ent
man this country has produced.
Conway. Already the club is supMr.
Abrahams.
faction," declares
clothes and shoes for the needy
Here are Dr. Eliot's words which
plying
"Not even the infamous Captain Kidd
brought about the renewal of the agi-- was more remorseless than Rocke- and is contributing books. More than
taUoa Which has tilled newspapers,
the inspiration that these women
feller has been, in the amassing of that,
magazines and books for, many years: his tremendous fortune. To .be con- workers give to the women of the ru
a splendid
"I do know, however, that Mr. Rock
ral communities, is
president Bitot should en- effect. One of the having lor the
efeller has been maligned, misunder- sistent,
plana
dorse all kinds of piracy provided
is to select the poorest schooi
stood and the object of undeserved the
pirates turn iraflonners toward spring
the
(suspicion for years. Why, I do not
in
and to concentrate work
county
the end. The more charitable view
as
so
to make it the model
know. He Is the greatest business to take
it
upon
would be to, remember the
man this country nas ever known.
rural school of the state, with beauti
Tliot
has
done
that
many good things
By that I mean, his methods, his as well as the mapy ibad things done ful garden, mode! furniture and furn,
his
Ms
energy,
books and pictures, manual
sagacity,
by Rockefeller, and to be as charita ishings,
and
domestic science.
all stamp him as the most wonder bly
training
disposed as possible to both."
ful business brain of our time.
Richard Washburn Child, a noted
"Mr. Rockefeller has conferred im
Best For Kidneys Say Doctor
author writes: "President Eliot has
At
mense benefits upon tnis country.
Dr. J. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
done the Rockefeller Foundation
first, when I became acquainted with poor service by limtrng it with the Car., says that in his 30 years of ex
the work of his foundation, I objectof the money which supports perience he has found no preparation
ed to certain conditions. Now I see history
he has dcae the history of the for the kidneys equal to Foley Kidney
it;
their value. And in many instances
money which supports it a bad serv Pills. In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Best you
there are benefactions absolutely free ice
by calling attention to it as some can buy for backache, rheumatism,
of conditions.
for which the Rockefeller Foun kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
thing
1,1
the
car
wot
"The
tier of light to all
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
is a recompense."
datlon
what an achievement! Wherever I
Adv.
Rev. George A, Crawford
of
the
o. to the far east, the far west, is
Methodist Episcopal Church, Boston
the light brought by this corporation.
ANOTHER GUN ACCIDENT
"The history of Standard oil
says:
For years there has been a suspi- i3
Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Willard reports
to make A man's conscience
enough
cion groundless a,nd unfounded that
serious gunning ac
squeal sooner or later. If what Ida the twenty-Bixt- h
the money of Mr Rockefeller was not Tarbell
Mexico this fall
is
Dr. Eliot cident in New
or
true,
Lloyd
says
honestly got, that it was secured by cannot close his
his hand pierced
Charles
had
Stanton
to
facts
that
eyes
means at least undesdrable. How far
be by a bullet the gun exploding in his
cannot
not
have
and
denied
been
from the truth and from Justice are
band as he held it
denied."
these charges!
"A few monopolies have been blamPains In Back and Hips
This and Five Cents!
ed, and in eome casea Justly, for evil,
!olngs. But the corporation, in fact,
Are an indication of kidney trouble
DON'T MI93 THIS. Cut out this
is the greatest safeguard of Ameri- slip, enclose five cents to Foley and a warning to build up the weakened
can liberty (hat we have! The
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name kidneys, make them vigorous, rid your
atone sustains the great In- and address clearly. You will receive blood of acids and poisons.
Go to
stitutions of the country, and pre- in return a free trial package contain your druggist for Foley Kidney Pills.
sents them from falling into the ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound, In 60c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your
hands of the government The cor- for coughs, colds and roup. Foley town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
poration again, alone an organize Kidney Pills, ana Foley Cathartic Drug Store. Adv.
and develop (large bod Lea of opera-tivo- s Tablets. For sale in your town by
and employes to the highest 0. G. Schaefor and Red Corss Drug
COURT OFFICIALS HOME
Santa Fe, Dec. 23. The dlctrlct
b. Adv.
jioint of eff icKjBcy,

ELIOT PANNED BY

LIBRARY

IN EACH

LEADERS OF

SANTA FE

LIBOR

SCHOOL

?7nwfn

court officials, including District Judge
E. C. Abbott, Court Clerk Edward L.
Safford, Court Stenographer Mrs. Mar
tha F. McNitt and Assistant District
Attorney A. M. Edwards nave return
ed from Aztec. Sheriff W. T, Dufure,
accompanied by his son W. J. Dufur
as deputy, and Deputy Sheriff Charles

Whitford brought the following prisoners to the penitentiary: Oliver Collier, two to three years, horse stealing; R. K. Funston, one to two years,
for stealing cows; John Zazzi,
for cow stealing; Cenon Her-rea- ,
one year to 14 months for criminal assault

J3he

OPTIC

ii-

pounds or Mora, each dllvery
pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
pounds ta, 1,000" pounds, each delivery...
60 pounds to 200 pounds, ssch dellvsry
Ltss than 50 pounds,, each delivery

100 lbs.
..25c pep 100 lbs.
.30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
.50c per 100 lbs.
20c

2,000
1i000
.200

homesteads; advance information; counties Sam Miguel, Guadalupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant;
state township desired; will give
sections subject to entry; retainer
fee $1; pay typewriting. Ira MV
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E., Washington,

mm

DETAIL PRICES
ptr

D. C.

-

COLUMN

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

,

OPTIC'S NUMBER, MAIN 2
FOR CLAS1FIED ADVER
TISEMENTS

v

Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan had occasion recently to use a liver medicine
and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets:

RATES

:'

MACK

Pa-go-

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las .Vegas Famous.

ULnJlE

ARREST

WILL

Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Requisition papers were gotten out today by District Attorney Alexander Read for
Grant McBroom, under arrest at
Springs, Colo., who is accused
of skipping his bond 15 years ago and
of recently returning to Lumberton,
Rio Arriba county, there to rob a saloon of several thousand cigars and a
Mcgoodly amount of wet goods.
Broom ia a well known character and
has been in conflict with the law upon several previous occasions.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

"They thoroughly cleased my system
insertion. and I felt like a new man light and
Estimate six ordinary words to a line, free. They are the best medicine I
No ad to occupy less space than two have ever taken for constipation. They
All advertisements
lines.
charged keep the stomach sweet, liver active,
will be booked at space actually set bowels regular." O. G. Schaefer and
without regard to number of words, Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Ca& in advance preferred.
Five

is-duiiLi- xll

cents per line each

FORMER SENATOR

DEAD

Vfzntcd

Valdosta, Ga., Dec. 23. Former
United States Senator William S. West
FIKiST CLASS dressmaking.
Prices was found dead in bed at his home
here early today. He had retired apreasonable. 1103 Lincoln avenue.
parently in good health. Physicians
stated death apparently was due to
sons were injured.

For Kent

tore-sight-

.

Miscellaneous

n

Wheezlngi the lungs indicates that
FOR RENT Large nicely furnished
the air pas
is obstructing
phlegm
one
room, with, stove; suitable for
HOREHOUND
BALLARD'S
or two men. No sick. Phone Main sages.
SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
321.
can be coughed up and ejected. Price
SOc and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by
FOR RENT Suite of housekeeping 25c,
Central Drug Co. Adv.
1103
Phone 367.
'

rooms.

Lincoln.

RENT Modern furnished flat,
heated. 611 Ninth street

FOR

VJo

7a!m ii RollaMo
i

Deo. 23.

1

Lost

s.

Three old houses to be
removed from present lots. Must
be torn down or moved at once. Apply Investment and Agency Corporation, C03 Lincoln Ave.

FOR SALE

Meridea
Connecticut

MOVES

The Santa
Presbytery has been informed that
Rev. Duncan Matthes of the Presbyterian church at Deming has accepted
a call to the Presbyterian church at
LOST Small black purse, containing Las Cruces, to take effect on the first
calling cards and large sum of Sunday in January. Mr. Matthes was
money, between Plazai Trust and formerly pastor at the Presbyterian
church of Mesilla Park.
Savings bank and Hoffman &
Return to Red Cross Drug
Store and receive liberal reward.
NEW EDITOR NAMED
Santa Fe, Dec. 23. Federal . Judge
William H. Pope before leaving for
the east, appoiuted, Faris V. Bush,
the new editor of the Western Liberal
Durham at. Lordsburg, Grant county, United
FOR SALE 7 registered
cows.
Apply H. K. Leonard, San States commissioner to succeed Don
H. Kedzie, resigned.
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.
Grau-barth'-

New York Salesrooms
32 Warren Street

MR. MATTHEC

Santa Fe,

Willie Ritchie made $132,000 while
he held, the title Freddie Welsh has
gleaned $50,000 since he became
champ; and Jack Johnson's total to
date is $313,000.
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KILLED 'EM QUICKER, TOO
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BACA TELLS THE

'She.

LOBBY

AND CAFF

BESTAURAfIT

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
GOODS OBHINABLH ALWAYS HAKDLK9
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY

ABOUT US

CHAPMAN

NO.
A, F. A 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corM. Reiular com- dially welcome. Ed Lewis, President;
munication first uH .lames Cook, secretary; J. T. Buhler,
in treasurer.
third Thursday

LODGE

ASSISTANT STATE SUPERINTENDENT STILL PRAISING LAS VEGAS SCHOOLS

fi

X t

Doctor Chargem My fee for such
operation would be $700.
Mr. Kidder Gee! Why, the royal
executioners In the olden days hadn't
the nerve to charge more than $10 foi
their work.
m

NATURALLY

f

'

IMP

t

""W few
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Tmm
The complainant I know It was nil
machine that struck me, Your Honor;

It wan No. 666.

The Magistrate But the man says
his automobile is numbered 999.
The Complainant
Well, I was
standing on my head when I saw it.
NEVER DRANK ANY

A.

N. M., Dea 23. "Chafing
Santa
dish cookery ls now merely a detail ot
the culinary art taught in our schools.
There is no need to cry out against
the chafing dish as absorbing all Interest, for I have Just seen one school
in Las Vegas where the pupils know
how to cook by electricity, coal, wood
alcohol, gas and by fireless cookers."
Filadelfo Baca, assistant superin
tendent of public instruction, said this
on his return from a tour of inspection of schools in Las Vegas, San
Miguel county.
"I wish to say the domestic science
department over at the Normal uni'
versity Is well worth visiting," he
continued, "it seems to me that the
training given in that department is
thorough and valuable. Ib has a practical air about it all that must appeal
to those who believe in the conservation of the stomach."
Mr. Baca visited various classes in
other deipartments. He said the work
done i the higher Spanish classes
seema thorough and the teachers are
to be commended, especially Miss
Wilhelmina Vollmer, who is doing excellent work. "Great importance is
attached by Miss Vollmer to Spanish
declensions and conjugations," he
added, "and I wish every Spanish
teacher attached the same importance to this part of the language. In
seme of the lower classes I must admit there is room for improvement in
the methods used in teaching."
' Mr. Baca commended also the work
of Miss Hutchinson and of Miss Sene-cal. Miss Hutchinson has the flftu
and sixth grades of the training de
partment and Miss Senecal teaches
music and drawing.
That Laa Vegas needs more school
rooms to accommodate the large
number of pupils was an interesting
statement by Mr. Baca. He said that
it is not practicable to impart education to 40 or 50 pupils in one class
room, epeclally when the teachers
have but short periods. "There is a
crying need of more teachers and
more rooms, especially in the ward
school," he declared.
Mr. Baca said that In some of the
crowded classes it is evident the pur
pils are not learning enough Spanish
or enough English.
Mr. Baca has accepted the invita
tion of the school superintendent of
Lincoln county to tour that county
after the holidays and deliver a number of addresses on educational
themea. "I expect to be gone from
10 to 15 days," he added, "and I think
the tour will prove an Interesting
,

fmtfr.
Nellie Old Boozem died from water
around the heart.
Tom Gee! I don't see how it got

there.
EXPENSIVE

tnh. month. Tlsltlng
Ditnaera cordially in MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
vited. Guy M Cary. W. M, H. S. Vu
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second
Pettea. Secretary.
and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
LAS VEGAS COM M ANDER Y, NO. I, 8 p. m. J. S. Nelson, Consul; O,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Lo3 alar conclave second Tue-k- r cal Deputy. Visiting members are esdey in each month at Ma-- pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
sonlo Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M.
Smith, B. C; Cha. Tamme, Recorder. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets sectnd and
fourth Thursday
evening eacli
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. S, ROY- month at W. O. W. hall. Visitim
AL AROH MASONS Regular convo brothers cordially invited Howard T
cation first Monday In each Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy,
at Maaonio Temple
fmonth
I jpEt
7V
at 7:30 p. m. P. A, Brlnegar, KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNH. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre-W-rfCIL NO. 804 Meets second ana
fourth Thursday In O. B C. hall
tary.
Pioneer bunlding. Visiting member
I. O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. are cordially invited.
Colbert O.
4. Meets every Monday evening at Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
their hall on Sixth street All visitsng
brethern cordially invited to attend.
GEO. H. HUNKER
A. T. Rogers, Sr.. N. G.; W. W. Smith,
Attorney-at-LaV. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
V. Hedgcock,
C.
Wertz, Treasurer;
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Cemetery Trustee,
Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave.
B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
Calls answered day or night.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
DR. P.
month Elks' home on Ninth street
HUXMANN
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
Dentist
Dental work of any desorlytioa at
are cordially invited. Wo. H. Spring
moderate prices
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phoae
cretary.
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 41a,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets to
LOCAL TIME USD
W. O. W hall, Sixth street, on tne
first and third Mondays of each
tait Bountf
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
. Depan
Arrive
and Ladles always welcome. O. L. No.
f:Z0 p. m.. ... 7:41
b
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont No.
... .11:14 p. m..... 11: P. Ck
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, No.
1:
a.
t:I5 a. m
Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. No. I....
a. Gk
MS p. m...l. :
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
1011
West Sound
Sixth street, East Laa Vegas, N. Ml
Arrive
Depart

'
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n

1....

No.
BROTHERHOOD
NO. Na
102 Meets every Monday night in
No.
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue
at Vo
FRATERNAL

T..v,
-

.

.

1:10 p.
1:85 a.
4: JO p.

t:

p.

m.....
m....,
m....
m..l.

1:

:4t

ra

k

n

4:81 p
7:
y

appeared the first of the month. He Why They Recommend Foley', rioney
is art American, citizen, and as such
'""ana Tar.
would be liable, It found guilty of
P. A. Eflrd, Conejo, Calif. becaus
violating this country's neutrality, to 'it produces tho best results, always
a fine and imprisonment. As consul cures severe colds, sore chest aud
ot Turkey the civil laws cowld not lungs and does not contain opiates
reach him, but the federal govern- or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Tayment could proceed either by criminal lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I fce- process or diplomatic methods to ef- lleve It to be an honest medicine and
fect punishment
It satisfies my patrons." W. h. Cook,
It has developed that 1130,000 was Neihart, Mont. because "it gives tho
deposited in four checks, on November best results for coughs and colds of
23; then 19,000 in currency and again anything I sell." Every user is a
$12,000 in currency were deposited, friend. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crosa
and the whole sum was drawn out Drug Store. Adv.
within the next week by checks for
one.'
the supplies for the Olson & Mahony.
Young Shugrue and "Willie Beecher
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
are signed to box at New York on
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
Subscribe for The Optic.
February 3.
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh Is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
OFFICERS AND'DIRECTOKS
East Ls Vettas, N. M.
must take internal remedies. Hall's
H, W. Kelly, President
Albuquerque, MM.
and
is
taken
Catarrh Cure
internally,
Jacob Gross,
Peoos, N. M.
acts directly upon the blood and mu
Clarence Wen, Secy. & Tress.
Trinidad. Colo,
Donald Steward,
f Kowe. N. M.
cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure Is
C. C. Robbing.
Santa Fe, N. M.
not a quack medicine. It was prescribed by one of the best physicians
in this country for years and is a regular prescription. It Is composed of
the best tonics known, combined witu
the best hlood purifiers, acting direct
fNOORPORA TED
ly on the mucous surfaces. The perfect combination of the two IngreWholesale Grocers
dients Is what produces such wonderSend
catarrh.
in
ful results
curing
for testimonials, free.
WOOL. HIDES?. PELTS, LUMBER.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O.
BAIN WAGONS
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
NAVAJO BLANKETS
Take Hall's Family pills for consti
JEAGLE HAY PRESSES
.
pation.
n
,

VIoe-Pre-

GROSS KELLY & CO.

First Chappy That aw Miss Sum
mere is a dean girl, doncherknow.
Second Chappy You must have
been engaged to her, tool
HIS OWN. FAULT

HUNT FRISCO CONSUL

San Francisco, Dec. 23. Interna
tional complications are believed to
have been averted by the action of
John C. Davis, collector of the port ol
San Francisco, when he refused to
permit the steamer Olson & MaHoney
La
t leave port, on suspicion that the car
go of supplies was 'nteudod for the
German fleet, recently wiped out off
the Falkland islands.
Maim-IcA. Hall, ac;ine Turkish on- sul in San FiaucHoo sn;l agent of
the North German. Lloyd sitamship
line, la believed to be tt.e uiystciious
"Arthur S. Haiy wa- - patii by chei k
Henpeck That man made a lot o for the cargo of food supplies aboard
trouble for me.
the steamer. It la understicd that the
Henderson A busybody, eh?
British
government is ot the watch
mara
He
No;
preacher.
Henpock
at
China, for Hail and bis
Shanghai.
me.
ried
companion In mystery, Arthur S. Wil
The Times.
liams, who sailed December 5 from
"Some very rich and consequential Puget Sund on the lumber fleanicr
people are recalling their ancestry Christian Bors under the Norwegian
now."
"How? By coming ovar in the ster flag.
Hall is the son of tha Turkish conage?"
sul and was acting consul until he die-

j,

FIND WHAT YCO WANT

HIT

m

-

ID
I

1

j

SELL 'WHAT

YO CTWAH

CLASSIFIED ADS search out tho people to whom
MIGHT BUY the particular thing la worth

among those who

mosi

THE PROPERTY you want to sell ia "WORTH MOST to people who
read the ads in this paper and who never wonia hear cf tov.t
property unless It were advertised here.

i

i
i

I

OTHERS who read and answer the ads in this newspaper waat (ar.d
are anxious to pay for) hooks, automobiles, ased machinery a J
furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, ttut'ical !B8tr

menta,

I WANT ADS

FIED.

I

are inexpensive,
Try them.

'

B

8

iet result

and ETERYBODY'8

SATI3-- J

DECEMBER
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for several days.
reached three times and the lowest
point reached was six below. Eight
inches of snow fell in the Sapello
canyon, and about thsee times that
amount in the higher mountains.
Range stock are drawn but little
from the effects of the cold, and owing to the fact that the range Is tin-- ,
usually good, losses will be light if
any at all.
Juan Leger, who has been running
a threshing machine since Septembe ready
l
ber,
flnshing up
within' a.' few days to house his machine until 1915.
Mr. and Mrs. s. I Barker made a
three days' trip to Las Vegas this
week preparing for the holidays.
Mr. L. H. Mosiman braved the snow
and Ice today going to the city for his
children who are students at the Normal University.
Miss Henrietta Thompson of Corinth, Miss., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
S. L. Barker, who is postmaster at
'
Peulah

bound

r:..

PHOTOPLAY

LET US UAVE YOUR CHRISTMAS ORDER

-

CHICKENS

TURKEYS

-

MINCE

OYSTERS

MEAT-IIUN-

AND

CHOCOLATES

FRUITS

-

CELERY

LETTUCE-TOMAT-

OES

FRUITS

-O-

DELICIOUS

T'S

XFORD FRUIT CAKeTRUSSIAN
HELLED PECANS, WALNUTS AND
:

-

-- A

FRUIT

STYLE

Tonight

LINE

CHRISTMAS DINNER

Fable of "The Club Girls and
Four Times Veteran."" Through
Desperate Hazards," (Beloved
Adventurer Series No. 13).
Hearst Selig War News No. 83.

-S-

Turkey
Oranges
Bananas
White Malaga Grapes
Red Emperor Grapes
Strawberries
Fresh Tomatoes
Lettuce

.

ALLEGRETTI

ALMONDS

SPLENDID

CAKE

FOR YOUR

OF CHRIST- -

MAS CANDIES.

Store

STEA

--

ST

Celery

NEWS

LOCAL

Parsley
Sweet Potatoes
Nuts

..

Regular dance at

V. B;

IN FRUIT WE H4VE
Grapes, Cluster Raisins, Fancy Table Pears, Jumbo
Dates, Cranberries.

FRESH

33

Old Taylor Whiskey ao3 Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

We have everything the Market affords

IN CANDIES

CHRISTMAS

UNTIL

IKE DAVIS

of

Assortment

Bakery Goods

iris

The Cash
Grocer

m

Easy

of
Steps

TREASURES ARE DESTROYED
reLondon, Deo. 23. A dispatch
ceived from Urga, Mongolia, relates
that the interior of the palace of the
Kutuktu of the deified Lama of the
Mongols, with all its priceless treasures,, has been entirely destroyed by
the fire. The loss entailed Is said o
be enormous.
The wealth of the Kutuktu, derived
from the contributions of enthusiastic
devotees, is described as great. In and
about Urga he owns 150,000 slaves, an
abundance of worldly goods and the
most pretentious palace in Mongolia.
Subscribe for The Optic.

CHRISTMAS CANTATA AT
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS

,

RUSTICUS.

According to the report of the vol- NOVEL ENTERTAINMENT WILL
unteer observer at the Normal UniBE GIVEN TONIGHT BY
SUNDAY SCHOOL
Juet received telephone tablet Tolls. versity the maximum temperature
' "'' 'l
reached yesterday waa 44 degrees.
Optic Pub. Co.
The minimum last night was 25
Tonight at. the First Christian Ta
bernacle the boys and girls cf the
Xmas neckwear, 50c values for 2Sc
Bible school will present a pretty lit
Taicherfs. Adv.
There will be a basketball game on tle Christmas cantata entitled "Santa's
This Is a delightful holi
Pinch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged Friday night between "the' team from Surprise."
In wood. Direct from the distillery to the Presbyterian Mrsslon on the West day operetta consisting of two parts,
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv. side and the Y. M. C. A. This game, the first portraying Christmas Eve an:
which will take place in the associa the second showing Christmas morn
If
The sweetest and purest candy In tion gymnasium, will be free to the ing.
The children participating in the
the city at Murphey's Drug Store. In public.
entertainment are:
handsome), ribbon tied embossed boxes
The Y. M. C. A. wishes to announce
from 10c to $5 a box. Adv.
Dialogue Bessie, Maxine WThistler:
Maude
that the Boys' classes kave been call Lucy, Josephine O'Malley;
Seventeen quart enamel dish pan. ed off during this week and next on ac- Flora Callaway; Tom, Harold Flaiz;
Good quality uniform gray mottling count of the holidays. There will be Jack, Lowell Gerard;
Captain 1
on heavy steel base. Strong handles. basketball games in the "gym" for Ciarence Keene.
A remarkable value. Sale price, 40c. the youngest on Thursday and SatFairies and Doll Girls Mildred
F. J. Gehring. Adv.
urday of this week and Wednesday Davy, Delia Chambers, Dorothy Harand Saturday of next week.
vey, Marzie Flaiz, Fern Hite, Ethel
Horn.
Writing paper. Can you imagine a
more acceptable gift than a great big
The office of the county clerk re
Sailors and Icicle Boys Forest Ger
beautiful box of writing paper? Mur- ceived an application from Juan L. ard, '.Valter Morro, Joe Callaway.
Veron Wllhite, Aleck
phey has the most stylish and best Lucero of Villanueva tor $22 bounty
on five coyotes and snt wild cats Rill Smith, Richard Marsh.
quality In the city. Adv.
ed by him recently near Canon Blan
Buccaneers Harold Flaiz, Lowell
Mi kinds of Christmas jewelry. Ten co. Also Chris A. Goke, a resident of Gerard, Clarence Keene, Everett Harper cent discount on all purchases; 15 Park Springs, has applied for $45 vey, Walter Morro.
S
per cent discount to teachers.
bounty on 14 coyotes, one wild cat and
North Wind Flrra Callaway.
Adv.
Jeweler.
one lobo wolf killed by him recently
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Hasty will assist
Lujan,
near his home.
these young people, Mr. Hasty taking
The office of the county clerk has
the part of Santa Claus, and Mrs. Has
srranted a marriage license to Martina
Because of the continued bad weath ty leading the chorus parts.
Gonzales, aged 18, of Salado, and Jose er the San Miguel county road com
Miss Ethel Harper,
pianist; Mrs.
Euselio Aragon, aged 25, of La Cuesta, sion has called in all its road gangs Charles O'Malley, violinist.
These gangs did .excellent work in con
sur structing new highways and repairing
If you can use a good
Regular meeting of the local lodge
rey, sleigh for two horses, horse clip old ones. Because of excellent weath Royal Order of Moose will be held
ping machine, Beard Bros, safe, 600 er up until the beginning of this month in Woodmai hall this evening.
lbs. The price Is about half the value. they accomplished considerable dur
Phone Main 174 or see M. L. Cooley.
Santa Fe train No. 1 arrived in Las
ing the fall. As soon as the weather
,1 8 u
Adv.
becomes warmer the gangs will re Vegas today two hours and 10 minutes
sume work. The men employed in behind schedule time.
With but two days left before dragging and maintaing the highways
Christmas, the stores today continued will remain at work all winter, rain
All members of the Fortnightly and
to be crowded with holiday gift buy or shine.
Spring Chicken danefng clubs are In
ers. The ihuying season commenced
vited to attend a dance this evening
rather late this year, but it has been Word has been received here that at the O. R. C. halL Both clubs have
exceedingly brisk. The postofnee re Mrs. John .McDonald, the sister-ibeen Inactive for some time, and it is
ports that today and yesterday, while law of Officer Pierce Murphy, died in hoped that tonight's hop will revive
not so busy as Monday, which was ex St. Louis, Mo., on Monday last. Mrs. them.
ceptional, still made the employes McDonald was buried in the Missouri
hustle to wait on all the patrons.
town this morning. This is the third
PROSECUTION CONTRADICTED
death that has occurred in Mr. MurCanon City, Colo., Dec. 23. Direct
Charles Doll, trainer for Young Du-ra- phy's family during (the past ten days. contradiction of testimony by which
says he believes he will be able The run of misfortune Began on' De the state sought to prove that the at- to get Wild Cat Ferns here for a visit cember 13, when Mr Murphy's broth
between now and New Year's. Doll er, John McDonald, died at St. Louis
assisted in training Ferns in Kansas Mr. McDonald was a. captain in the
City, and as the latter will be In Albu St. Louis fire department During the
ONLY I SHOPPING
querque soon for an engagement with past week Mr. Murphy's granddaugh
to
.lack Torres, Doll hopes to get him
ter, the one week old daughter of Jo
stop off here and assist Duran in train- seph Murphy of El Paso, Texas, died
Day Till Christmas
ing for his bout with Benny Chaves The death of Mrs. McDonald, who
on January 1.
only survived her husband by a trifle
All Toys for
more than a week, makes the third
Cost
at
FURS
loss of the family.
We still offer a good selection of
$5.85 for $10.00 Leather Seat
genuine red fox, gray fox, black lynx,
AUTO STAGE
Rocker.
black wolf and natural skunk or marAutomobile stage line to "Mora tri
ten, prices $12.50 to $110. No middle- weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
$4.95 for $7.50 Fumed or Early
men's profits. We buy direct from urday, leaving Murphey's corner 8 a
English broad seat Rocker.
trappers. We save you from 50 to 75 m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave
"
per "cent. Taicherfs Clothing Store. Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 6:45 p.
$5.25 to $8.50
Real Leather
Adv.
m. Fare for round trip, $5; one way
GoldetJOak Rockers.
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
'
'Mrs. O'Malley's music pupils will week. H. B.
Hubbard, Prop.
$9.85 for
polished oak Piano
of Degive a recital on the evening
Benches with compartment
Normal
University
cember 29 In the
BEULAH BUDGET
for sheet muBic.
hall. Several prominent musicians of
cold
N.
is
The
19.
Dec.
M.,
Beulah,
Las Vegas will assist. The public
$4.85 for $6.85 golden oak Telesnap has 1st up after holding us ice- cordially invited to be present
phone Table and Stool,

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED 1876

4

-

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

G

OA L
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR

"

Saves
Millions

tion.

A

:

IBIM

called for the purpose of organizing
an armed company for defense, and
not to decide upon any aggressive ac

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the

,

Grocer and Baker

.

Let the Murphey Drug Store settle
your Christmas gift problems. Adv.

-

A

3

off on suits and overcoats
Taicherfs. Adv.

1-- 3

Full

A

till Christmas.

VEGETABLES

large variety from 10c to 40c per pound
THIS STORE WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS

each at

sure and visit Murphey's Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

ALL KINDS OF FRESH NUTS
IN

Be

Be

Bananas, Figs,

CAKE

(white and dark)

Telephone tablet rolls
Optio office.

Extra Fancy California and Arizona Naval Orangea, Florida Grapefruit, Extra Fancy Apples In a large variety, California and Spanish

handles
FRUIT

hnll tonight.
'

Adv.

and-wil-

tack upon, the Chandler mine on April
25 and 26,. 1914, was the result of a
conspiracy by the United Mine Workers of America, was made today in
the trial of several striking coal
miners charged witn the murder of
William King, killed in the Chandler
fight. Early in the trial Albert Selp,
formerly an officer of the Florence
local of the union, testified for the
state. He told of a special meeting
of the (union on April 24, at which he
claimed a resolution to attack the
min was adopted.
T6day the defense put. on the stand
Ed Spauldlng, William McMillan, John
Horn and Tony DIajano, members of
the miners' union, and they testified
that the resolution to attack Chandler
wais offered by Selp himself 'and rejected by the union. The witnesses
said they thought the meeting was

MOEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE

if

AND RETAIL
Phonm Kimtttit

1

-

Useful Presents Appreciated
Give each member of the family something that they can
se and enjoy all the year. They will appreciate such presents far more than
For the housekeeper of the family, more hours of leisure
and millions of steps saved with a Hoosier Cabinet. . This
gift means easy cooking, convenience and comfort for the
rest of her life. An easy chair for father or brother, something for the sister's room, doll house furniture forthe
"baby" are gifts which afford years of pleasure.
All on exhibition here, at all prices.
All high class, desirable goods no matter
how reasonable. We carry no other kind.
Held for delivery for Christmas, if
you wish. Let our wagon be your Santa Claus.

two-hors- e

knick-knack- s.

(110)

Irrl

J.

,

C. JOHNStN
&

SON

The Best Flour in the Market

vMl.'.!'"

'

is the cheapest and most satisAnd if you will ask

factory.

housekeepers
is.

which

the best most of them will

tell you they have found Pure

t

V

Quill Flour the finest they ever

used.

Order a sack and learn

the reason for their enthusiasm,,

Las Vegas Roller Mills

15he
A
At

the Home

Of The

Best Of

Everyip Eaiile

Don't forget to leave your
order here for
XMAS TURKEY:"
Quality Always the Best
.

E GBAAF

I

Wm

CO.

STORE

Do you wish Special Equipment

or Color in your 1915 Ford?
We will have another carload shipped from the factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get just

what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

n

F. J.WESNFR

At Whalen

Garage.

To-morro- w

Actual

O

o

.

We have a limited number of artistically designed

a souvenir all the year around and worthy

$3.65
$4.95
$8.50

of a place in the home or

We shall be glad to present one to our friends and patrons
if they will call. No children.

office.

X

'

Phone Main

379

Ludwig William ilf eld
Everything

In

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Bridge.

0

-

for $5.50 Reed Rockers.
for $7.50 Morris Chair.
for $14.50 Morris Chair.

D

n
mm

D

Always Get Our Prices
Before Buying Elsewhere
FREE DELIVERY

i rait s:
Opposite the Y.

M. C. A.

if
li

o

a

Si

